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This paper offers the first linguistic examination of Günter Tessmann’s <Nokamán> lexicon published 
in 1930. The analysis presented here reveals that what Tessmann referred to as the <Nokamán> 
language is actually a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo, a Panoan language spoken in Peru. In addition, the 
available data will be used to determine the position of <Nokamán> within the dialectology of the 
Cashibo-Cacataibo language, revealing a remarkable similarity between the linguistic variety described 
by Tessmann and the dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo spoken on the San Alejandro River. The claim of 
the identity of Tessmann’s supposedly extinct <Nokamán> as the modern San Alejandro dialect of 
Cashibo-Cacataibo is argued based on both lexical and phonological evidence. A discussion of the 
possible etymology of the term <Nokamán>, which has so far remained enigmatic, as well as other 
ethno-historical clues that support the claims presented here, are also offered. 
 
1. Introduction 
In his classic volume Die Indianer Nordost-Perus (The Indians of Northeastern Peru) 
published in 1930, Günter Tessmann includes an ethnographic description of a 
Panoan group that he called <Nokamán>.2 Tessmann explains that “[T]he Nokamán 
call themselves Nokamán, [but] the word could not be explained to me” (1930: 172; 
my translation of the original German). And he immediately adds that “they are still 
unknown” and “even the Peruvian people who live along the Ucayali River are not 
familiar with the name” (1930: 172; translation mine). Thus, from the beginning of 
his ethnographic article, Tessmann highlights the enigmatic character of the group 
that he was describing.  

The enigma about this population correlates with its demographic density. 
Tessmann was informed that the group was composed of only three members and, 
although he considered that there might be some (thitherto not-contacted) remnants of 
the <Nokamán> group, he was not optimistic about this. Tessmann explicitly explains 
that he was able to find only two of them, who were working for a patrón called 
Guido Bonzano.3 Therefore, Tessmann could only interview these two speakers who 
told him all the ethnographic and linguistic information that he included in his book.4  
 Tessmann learned from his informants that the <Nokamán> were repeatedly 
raided by the Shipibo-Konibo and were forced to move from one river to another 
along the following route: Inuya River > Cumaría River > Amueya River > Tamaya 
River (Tessmann 1930: 173; cf. Map 1). Through interviews (using a standardized 
questionnaire) with the two men he encountered, Tessmann also gathered a 

1  I would like to thank the Cashibo-Cacataibo speakers who helped with the compilation of the 
comparative list used in this paper (Emilio Estrella, Ricardo Odicio, Salomón Estrella, Wilder 
Bonzano, Leila Bonzano, José Mosolino, Francisco Mosolino, Ricardo Pereira, Alfredo Estrella, Raúl 
Angulo) and David W. Fleck, whose comments have enormously contributed to the final version of this 
paper. I also thank the editors of Cadernos de Etnolingüística and the two anonymous reviewers of this 
paper, for their valuable comments, and Hugo Ponce de León for the preparation of the maps included 
here. 
2 Throughout this paper, I use the symbols “< >” to present a name as it appears in the original 
document. Phonological transcriptions are enclosed by slash marks (/) and orthographic representations 
of Cashibo-Cacataibo words are written in italics. The orthographic conventions followed in this paper 
for the presentation of Cashibo-Cacataibo data are: a, e, ë [ɨ], i, o, u, p, t, k [k, g], kw [kw, gw], b [Β′, w], 
r [ɾ], m, n, ñ [ɲ, j], s [s, z], sh [ʃ], x [ʂ, ʐ], ts [t͡s, s], ch [tʃ], w, and y [j]. I also use an apostrophe (’) to 
represent the contrastive glottal stop [ʔ].   
3 A patrón is an entrepreneur, usually in the rubber or timber industry, who engages a large number of 
employees, typically by giving them credit advances to control them through debt. 
4 The names of the two <Nokamán> informants are not given in the article, but they might have taken 
the surname of their patrón, a common practice in the Peruvian Amazon. 
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considerable amount of information about male and female clothes, their traditional 
houses, their cultural artifacts, their economic activities, their social practices and 
their religious beliefs. In general, Tessmann managed to build a robust ethnographic 
description of this group, despite never having visited a <Nokamán> village. The 
author highlights the kindness and the helpfulness of his <Nokamán> informants and 
believes that “the cultural overview [of the <Nokamán>; RZB] turned out very good” 
(1930: 173; translation mine). However, I have the impression that, despite the large 
amount of cultural information offered by Tessmann, his ethnographic article about 
the <Nokamán> should be used cautiously. He found the two <Nokamán> informants 
who he interviewed in the village of Chimbote along the Ucayali River, which was 
established by Guido Bonzano and was, at the time Tessmann arrived around 1925, 
mainly populated by Shipibo-Konibo speakers. Therefore, Tessmann’s informants 
were surrounded by these Shipibo-Konibo people and had probably assimilated to 
their customs.  

 
Map 1. Dislocations of the <Nokamán> 

 
 

Under such conditions, it was not possible for Tessmann to confirm what he 
was told by his two friendly informants. In addition, the name <Nokamán> itself is 
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strongly enigmatic and produces suspicion: could Tessmann really have found and 
described an ethnic group that had not been documented by any prior scholar 
interested in South American languages or even mentioned by missionaries who had 
worked in the area or explorers who had visited the Ucayali? Thus, there is reason to 
question whether the <Nokamán> really existed as an independent ethnic group of the 
Peruvian Amazon, and in fact in this paper, the <Nokamán> people will be argued to 
be speakers of a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo, a Panoan language spoken in the 
Peruvian departments of Huánuco and Ucayali (see §2). The evidence to be presented 
throughout this paper, which comes from Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán> as well as 
my own fieldwork with the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo,5 suggests that 
the <Nokamán>, in fact, were a Cashibo-Cacataibo clan (i.e, a non-coresidential 
subgroup of the Cashibo-Cacataibo ethnic group). 

Let us start with what we know about the <Nokamán>. What one can conclude 
with certainty from the linguistic study of Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán> is only 
that Tessmann documented a Panoan population.6 However, upon inspection of the 
Panoan classifications that predate the publication of Tessmann’s volume, one finds 
that the label <Nokamán> simply does not appear. The first grouping of a number of 
languages under the name “Panoan” (De la Grasserie 1890) included seven Panoan 
“languages” under the names: <Panoan>, <Conibo>, <Pacavara>, <Caripuna>, 
<Culino>, <Maxuruna>, <Mayoruna Domestica> and <Mayoruna Fera>.7  Similarly, 
in the classic classification of Panoan languages proposed by Brinton (1891), the term 
<Nokamán> (or any possible variant) does not appear among the languages that he 
included within the Comabo, Cunibo and Panoan “stocks”. This is also true regarding 
the Panoan classification proposed by Schmidt (1926), who offers one of the first 
Panoan classifications with a considerable amount of internal complexity. Schmidt 
(1926) identifies three groups: Northern Panoan, Central Panoan and South Panoan, 
but the name <Nokamán> cannot be found as part of any of these groupings.  

After the publication of Tessmann’s (1930) book, the term begins to appear in 
some references (but not in all; cf., for instance, Tovar 1961: 61-67). Loukotka 
(1935/1968), for instance, does mention <Nokamán> as one of his Northern Panoan 
languages. A similar situation is found in Mason (1950), who introduces the variant 
<Nokomán>, also attested in McQuown (1955). In the studies just listed, <Nokamán> 
and Cashibo-Cacataibo are not considered as members of the same branch. 
 The first scholar to postulate a strong similarity between <Nokamán> and 
Cashibo-Cacataibo was Shell (1975 [1965]: 29), who claims that the former should be 
understood as a dialect of the latter. However, not all the publications that followed 
Shell’s seminal study on Panoan classification incorporate her claim about 
<Nokamán>. D’Ans (1973) does not mention this Panoan variety and Loos (1999) 
does not group <Nokamán> with Cashibo-Cacataibo: from Loos’ perspective, 
<Nokamán> and Cashibo-Cacataibo are two (different) unclassified Panoan 
languages.  

On the contrary, Valenzuela (2003: 46) and Fleck (2013) do treat <Nokamán> 
and Cashibo-cacataibo as members of the same branch; but are cautious about their 

5 As part of this study, I have checked the complete <Nokamán> list collected by Tessmann with 
speakers of the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo and I have elicited the semantic equivalents 
for each lexical entry in this list for all the implicated dialects. 
6  Some cultural similarities between the <Nokamán> and the Shipibo-Konibo and the Cashibo-
Cacataibo populations are mentioned by Tessmann, but not systematically. 
7 This idea existed since the XVII Century among some Jesuits, like Iriarte, who considered that the 
Pano language was the “mother” of a number of languages known at that time as <Chipeo>, <Cheteo>, 
<Capanagua>, <Mayoruna>, etc. De la Grasserie was the first to present this statement to an academic 
audience. In addition, other missionary classification systems use the term “Pano language” to refer to 
a superordinate category that includes Shipibo, Shetebo, Amahuaca, Mayoruna, etc. as “dialects” (see 
Fleck in press). The term pano means ‘giant armadillo (Priodontes maximus)’. 
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degree of relationship. This caution is wise in the sense that Shell based her claim on 
her impressive knowledge of the Cashibo-Cacataibo language, but not on a careful 
study of Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán>. Thus, from Shell’s claim, one could 
conclude that <Nokamán> and Cashibo-Cacataibo are related; but one could not know 
to what extent. As I have briefly commented on above, this is exactly what I attempt 
to do in this paper. Here, I will offer the first detailed analysis of Tessmann’s data on 
<Nokamán> in the light of what we know about Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology (see 
Zariquiey 2011b). I will provide evidence for Shell’s statement that <Nokamán> 
should be understood as a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo and I will also attempt to 
determine the position of <Nokamán>, as documented by Tessmann, within Cashibo-
Cacataibo’s dialectal complex (§4). Having done that, I will develop some hypotheses 
about the phonology of the <Nokamán> language (§5), and I will present some non-
linguistic clues that give support to what the linguistic analysis will reveal (§6). 
Finally, some conclusions are offered in §7. Prior to that, in §2, I summarize the 
dialectology of Cashibo-Cacataibo’s and, in §3, I propose some methodological 
principles that may help us in the interpretation of the limited yet complex linguistic 
data that Tessmann left on <Nokamán>.    

 
2. The Cashibo-Cacataibo language and its dialects  
The Cashibo-Cacataibo8 people (also known as “Cashibo”, “Cacataibo” and “Uni”, 
among other denominations) belong to the Panoan language family and live in the 
Peruvian regions of Huánuco and Ucayali, along the rivers Aguaytía, Shamboyacu, 
San Alejandro and Sungaroyacu, as indicated in Map 2:9 

The Cashibo-Cacataibo language belongs to the Panoan family, within which 
it represents the westernmost language and, therefore, the closest one to the Andean 
mountains. Shell (1965, 1975), D’Ans (1973), Loos (1999) and Fleck (in press) 
coincide in treating Cashibo-Cacataibo as the only language in its branch. Shell (1965, 
1975) states that Cashibo-Cacataibo is the phonologically most divergent language in 
her database (see Zariquiey 2011a: 9-10 for a brief discussion). In accordance with 
Shell (1965, 1975), D’Ans (1973) includes Cashibo and Cacataibo as the only two 
“languages” of his Pre-Andean subgroup, and, as previously mentioned in §1, Loos 
(1999) states that Cashibo-Cacataibo is an ungrouped language. Fleck (in press) 
recognizes a Cashibo subgroup in his proposed mainline branch (which in his Panoan 
classification is opposed to the Mayoruna branch, which groups the Northern Panoan 
languages). Thus, as briefly summarized here, regardless of its different alleged 
position within the internal structure of the Panoan family, there is general agreement 
that Cashibo-Cacataibo represents an independent subgroup within it.  
 

8 The etymology of the name cashibo is straightforward: kashi ‘bat’ + -bu ‘collective’. In turn, the 
etymology of the term cacataibo is still enigmatic. Winstrand (1998: xiv) considers that this word 
means ‘wandering people’, but her analysis is not convincing (see Zariquiey 2011a: 45). The ending -
bo in Cacataibo is clearly associated with the marker -bu, just mentioned. In turn, the form -ai in 
Cacatai very likely corresponds to the nominalizer -ai (Zariquiey 2011a: chapter 20). Therefore, the 
form that still needs an interpretation is kakat- and not kaka. The form kakat- is very likely to be related 
to a Cashibo-Cacataibo verb, but I have not been able to find a possible interpretation for it. We are 
probably dealing with a reduplicated form and, therefore, the verbal form in question might be 
something like kat-: kat-kat > kakat (using k as it is being done in the newer version of the language’s 
alphabet). The Cashibo-Cacataibo people say that kakatai means ‘the best men in the world’. This 
meaning is also given by Shell (1986: 28) in her vocabulary. There, the word kakatai is opposed to 
kaatai ‘the biggest and best bird that exists’ (very likely to be based on the non-reduplicated version of 
the same verb, kat-ai, with an alleged vowel lengthening that still requires an explanation). However, I 
am not aware of any Cashibo-Cacataibo verb with the form kat- and a semantic content that will lead to 
the interpretation just offered.  
9  Recently, some Cashibo-Cacataibo speakers have moved towards the Pisqui River, a Western 
tributary of the Ucayali River north of Cashibo-Cacataibo territory, which is not included in the Map 2. 
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Map 2. Location of Cashibo-Cacataibo communities 

 
  

The Cashibo-Cacataibo language belongs to the Panoan family, within which 
it represents the westernmost language and, therefore, the closest one to the Andean 
mountains. Shell (1965, 1975), D’Ans (1973), Loos (1999) and Fleck (in press) 
coincide in treating Cashibo-Cacataibo as the only language in its branch. Shell (1965, 
1975) states that Cashibo-Cacataibo is the phonologically most divergent language in 
her database (see Zariquiey 2011a: 9-10 for a brief discussion). In accordance with 
Shell (1965, 1975), D’Ans (1973) includes Cashibo and Cacataibo as the only two 
“languages” of his Pre-Andean subgroup, and, as previously mentioned in §1, Loos 
(1999) states that Cashibo-Cacataibo is an ungrouped language. Fleck (in press) 
recognizes a Cashibo subgroup in his proposed mainline branch (which in his Panoan 
classification is opposed to the Mayoruna branch, which groups the Northern Panoan 
languages). Thus, as briefly summarized here, regardless of its different alleged 
position within the internal structure of the Panoan family, there is general agreement 
that Cashibo-Cacataibo represents an independent subgroup within it.  

According to the most recent Census of Indigenous Communities of the 
Peruvian Amazon (INEI: 2007), currently the Cashibo-Cacataibo number about 1879. 
However, the Cashibo-Cacataibo’s political organization (FENACOCA) considered 
that their population was around 3,000 or 3,500 in 2007 (Fernando Estrella, p.c.). This 
figure is the one that I assume to be more accurate. 

One salient aspect of the Cashibo-Cacataibo language is its relatively complex 
dialectology, which, as we will see, includes (at least) four distinct extant dialects. 
Such dialectal complexity is even more interesting if we take into consideration the 
relatively small number of Cashibo-Cacataibo speakers and their geographical 
proximity (see map 1). The current dialectal diversity of the Cashibo-Cacataibo 
language may be related to the history of its speakers. The Franciscan missionaries of 
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the 18th and the 19th centuries described the Cashibo-Cacataibo as fierce and savage 
cannibals; and, therefore, the missionaries assumed that it was impossible to establish 
missions to live with them. Thus, the Cashibo-Cacataibo never lived with the 
missionaries and avoided the cultural homogenisation that such a close proximity 
often leads to.10  

The Cashibo-Cacataibo clans lived outside the influence of the missionaries 
and were forced to live together only in the 1920-1930s, when a Cashibo-Cacataibo 
man called Bolívar Odicio put in practice his “campaign to conquer and unify all the 
[Cashibo-Cacataibo] clans” (Winstrand-Robinson 1998: 117). The military actions of 
Bolívar Odicio have undoubtedly had linguistic consequences, but were not early 
enough to have produced significant changes and, particularly, a strong process of 
linguistic homogenization. In addition, it is known that, after Bolivar Odicio’s death, 
the different Cashibo-Cacataibo clans left the settlements where they were forced to 
live by him, returning to their traditional homelands (Gray 1953; Winstrand 1969: 
13). The dialectological diversity of the Cashibo-Cacataibo language was first 
documented by Tessmann (1930: 128), who listed three sub-groups subdivided into 
18 clans, as shown in the following table: 
 
Table 1. Tessmann’s classification of the <Kaschibo> people 
Kaschinõ Group 

1. kašinõ   from kaši = bat, therefore, bat people 
2. rūinõ   from rui = taro [cultivated tuber], therefore, taro people 
3. warínõ   from warí = sun, therefore, sun people 
4. tšažonǒ    from tšažo = deer [type?], therefore deer people 
5. naibo from nai = sloth, bo = group, people, therefore, sloth 

people/group  
6. naítabohuni from naítabo = scarlet macaw and huni = men, therefore, 

macaw people 
Runo Group 

7. rōunõ   from rōu = howler monkey, therefore howler monkey people 
8. winanõ   from wina = wasp, therefore wasp people 
9. aínõ    from aí = woman, therefore woman people  
10. šokenõ from šoke = small toucan, aracari [type of small toucan], 

therefore aracari people 
11. inonõ   from ino = jaguar, therefore jaguar people 
12. širinõ   from širi = trogon [type of bird], therefore trogon(?) people 
13. tonánõ from toná = black, therefore black people (due to the dark skin 

of the members of this clan) 
14. hunínõ   from huni = human being, therefore the humans 
15. kamaigohuni from kamaigo = type of iguana, therefore iguana people 
16. tsalgūnõ from tsalgū = rail [type of shore bird] (acouchi [type of small 

rodent, probably an error]), therefore rail people 
17. buniño   from buni = a type of tree [swamp palm (aguaje)] 

Kakataibo Group: 
18. kakataibo  could not be explained, must be something like “good people” 

 

10 One of the best examples of the cultural homogenization triggered by missionaries can be found not 
far from the place where the Cashibo-Cacataibo used to live: at the Ucayali missions of the 
Franciscans. There, the Franciscans made three different groups live together: the Shipibo, the Shetebo 
and the Konibo. Those three groups were culturally and linguistically different from each other 
(particularly, the Shetebo); but their co-existence made them more alike both in terms of their material 
culture and their language, and it produced the Shipibo-Konibo, which are currently a single ethnic 
group (Frank 1994: 144-145). 
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We cannot know exactly how significant the linguistic differences among 
these clans were. However, we can glean some information from the 34 lexical entries 
that Tessmann gives for each sub-group (Kaschinõ, Runo and Kakataibo): 
linguistically, these three groups reveal a high degree of similarity. Studies that 
followed Tessmann’s seminal book have documented a similar dialectal situation. 
Winstrand (1969a: 146-147) identifies the following different Cashibo-Cacataibo 
subgroups: <Cacataibo> (‘kakatai people’; possibly equivalent to Tessmann’s 
<Kakataibo> and located along the San Alejandro River), <Canabae Uni> (‘macaw 
people’; possibly equivalent to Tessmann’s <Kaschinõ> and located along the Lower 
Aguaytía River); <Rubu> (‘howler monkey people’; possibly equivalent to 
Tessmann’s <Runo> and located along the Lower Aguaytía River); and <Isonubo> 
(‘spider monkey people’, also possibly equivalent to Tessmann’s <Runo> and located 
along the Sungaroyacu River). Thus, Winstrand’s <Rubu> and <Isonubo> are, 
according to her, indistinguishable and equally correspond to Tessmann’s <Runo>.  

Linguistically, Winstrand (1969a: 146-147; 1998: 113-114) also proposes 
three main dialects: one from the San Alejandro River, one from the Lower 
Aguaytía River and one from the Upper Aguaytía and the Sungaroyacu Rivers. 
Winstrand (1969a: 147) then mentions the existence of another small group, the 
<Kamano>, that used to live close to the Pachitea River and that may have been 
linguistically different from the other dialects. According to Winstrand, the 
<Kamano> are likely to be extinct. We will return to this issue in §6.   

The dialect from the San Alejandro River is clearly the most divergent within 
the entire language, and it is possible to argue that there are two main Cashibo-
Cacataibo subgroups (as was also proposed in Cortez-Mondragón 1998). All this 
information is summarized in the following tree diagram (a detailed discussion of 
Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology is offered in Zariquiey 2011b, where two 
comparative lists are provided in appendices).  

 
Diagram 1. Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology 

 
         Cashibo-cacataibo 

 
 
     Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu                          San Alejandro  

 
 

 
Lower Aguaytía         Alto Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu      
 
 
                         Upper Aguaytía                   Sungaroyacu 
 

It is important to note that, despite the high level of similarity between the 
dialects from the Upper Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu Rivers, it is nevertheless possible 
to find some differences between them (see Zariquiey 2011b). These differences 
suggest that the two dialects should be distinguished at the lowest level of the 
diagram, as proposed in Diagram 1. 

The dialectal classification summarized here and developed in more detail in 
Zariquiey (2011b) is based on different types of evidence, ranging from phonological 
correspondences to morpho-syntactic features, and including lexical differences as 
well. As demonstrated in Zariquiey (2011b), all these different types of evidence point 
to the San Alejandro dialect as the most divergent within the language. The following 
table (adapted from Zariquiey 2011b) summarizes the most systematic phonological 
correspondences between the different Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects.  
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Table 2. Phonological correspondences among Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects  
Phonological 
correspondence 

Lower Aguaytía Upper Aguaytía Sungaroyacu San Alejandro 

/ɲ/ = /j/ /ɲ/  (/súɲʊ/ ‘wind’) /j/ (/sʊj́ʊ/ ‘wind’) /j/ (/sʊ́jʊ/ ‘wind’) /ɲ/ (/zʊɲ́ʊ/ ‘wind’) 

/s/ = /z/ /s/ (/isá/ ‘bird’) /s/ (/isá/ ‘bird’) /s/ (/isá/ ‘bird’) /z/ (/ʔizá/ ‘bird’) 
 /ʂ/ =/ʐ/ /ʂ/ (/ʂánʊ/ ‘woman’) /ʂ/ (/ʂánʊ/ ‘woman’) /ʂ/ (/ʂánʊ/ ‘woman’) /ʐ/ (/ʐánʊ/ ‘woman’) 
/ʃi/ = /i/ /ʃi/ (/ʃikán/ ‘chest’) /ʃi/ (/ʃikán/ ‘chest’) /ʃi/ (/ʃikán/ ‘chest’) /i/ (/igá/ ‘chest’) 
/iʃ/ = /in/ /iʃ/ (/kʷ�ʂ́ʊiʃka/ ‘river 

dolphin’) 
/iʃ/ (/kʷ�ʂ́ʊiʃka/ ‘river 
dolphin’) 

/iʃ/ (/kʷ�ʂ́ʊiʃka/ ‘river 
dolphin’) 

/in/ (/kʊ́ʐʊinga/ ‘river 
dolphin’) 

/ʃi/ = /in/ /ʃi/ (/βá̞ʃi/ ‘mountain’)  /ʃi/ (/wáʃi / ~ /βá̞ʃi/ 
‘mountain’) 

/ʃi/ (/wáʃi/ ‘mountain’) /in/ (/wain/ ‘mountain’) 

/ʃ/ = /j/ /ʃ/ (/aʃá/ ‘frog’)  /ʃ/ (/aʃá/ ‘frog’) /ʃ/ (/aʃá/ ‘frog’) /j/ (/ajá/ ‘frog’) 
/ʃ/ = /ɲ/ /ʃ/ (/ʂórapana/ ‘giant otter’) /ʃ/ (/ʂórapana/ ‘giant otter’) /ʃ/ (/ʂórapana/ ‘giant otter’) /ɲ/ (/ɲórapana/ ‘giant otter’) 
/βi̞/ = /wi/ /βi̞/ (/paβí̞/ ‘ear’) /βi̞/ (/paβí̞/ ‘ear’) /βi̞/ (/paβí̞/ ‘ear’) /wi/ (/pawí/ ‘ear’) 
/βu̞/ = /u/ /βu̞/ (/βu̞/ ‘hair’) /βu̞/ (/βu̞/ ‘hair’) /βu̞/ (/βʊ̞/ ‘hair’) /u/ (/u/ ‘hair’) 
/##βa̞/ = /##wa/ /##βa̞/ (/βá̞si/ ‘grass’) /##βa̞/ ~ /##wa/ (/βá̞si/ ~ 

/wasi/ ‘grass’) 
/##wa/ (/wási/ ‘grass’) /##wa/ (/wázi/ ‘grass’) 

/#βa̞/ = /#wa/ /#βa̞/ (/niβá̞/ ‘soft’) /#βa̞/ (/niβá̞/ ‘soft’) /#βa̞/ (/niβá̞/ ‘soft’) /#wa/ (/niwá/ ‘soft’) 
/βo̞/ = /wo/ /βo̞/ (/βo̞/ ‘macaw’) /βo̞/ (/βo̞/ ‘macaw’) /βo̞/ (/βo̞/ ‘macaw’) /wo/ (/wo/ ‘macaw’)  
/k/ = /g/ (word-internally) /k/ (/pʊḱʊ/ ‘belly) /k/ (/pʊḱʊ/ ‘belly’) /k/ (/pʊḱʊ/ ‘belly’) /g/ (/pʊǵʊ/ ‘belly’) 
/kw/ = /gw/ (word-internally) /kw/ (/tákwa/ ‘liver’)  /kw/ (/tákwa/ ‘liver’) /kw/ (/tákwa/ ‘liver’)  /gw/ (/tágwa/ ‘liver’)  
/kwe/ = /ke/ /kwe/ (/kwénkʊɾʊ/ ‘fog’)  /ke/ (/kénkʊɾʊ/ ‘fog’) /ke/ (/kénkʊɾʊ/ ‘fog’) /kwe/ (/kwéngʊɾʊ/ ‘fog’) 
/is#(#)/ = /ɨ(z)#(#)/ /is#(#)/  (/íspa/ ‘star’) /is#(#)/ (/íspa/ ‘star’) /is#(#)/ (/íspa/ ‘star’) /ɨ(z)#(#)/ (/�(́z)pa/ ‘star’) 
/t͡s/ = /s/ /t͡s/ (/ts͡áts͡a/ ‘fish species’) /t͡s/ (/ts͡áts͡a/ ‘fish species’) /t͡s/ (/ts͡áts͡a/ ‘fish species’) /s/ (/sása/ ‘fish species’)  
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Even though the dialects from the Lower Aguaytía and the San Alejandro Rivers 
share some features (especially, the presence of /ɲ/ and /kwe/, which are /j/ and /ke/, 
respectively, in the dialects of the Upper Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu Rivers), in the vast 
majority of cases, the dialect from the San Alejandro River diverges from all the other 
ones. This finding is supported by the results obtained from the application of the ASPJ 
software to the data presented in Zariquiey (2011b): the dialect of San Alejandro is 
clearly the most divergent one.11 
 This is also true for some salient morphosyntactic features. One of them has to do 
with case marking alignment. For instance, the dialects from the Upper and Lower 
Aguaytía and the Sungaroyacu Rivers have a case marking system that combines a 
tripartite alignment for pronouns with an ergative alignment for nouns. By contrast, the 
case marking system found in the dialect of the San Alejandro River combines an 
accusative alignment of pronouns with an ergative alignment of nouns (see Zariquiey 
2011b for the illustration of this and other morphosyntactic differences among the 
Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects). As shown in the following examples, lexical differences 
also tend to show the divergent nature of the San Alejandro dialect (see Zariquiey 2011b 
for complete comparative lists):  
 
Table 3 Lexical differences among four Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects 
Lower Aguaytía Upper Aguaytía Sungaroyacu San Alejandro Meaning 
/it͡ sís/ /it͡ sís/ /it͡ sís/ /ʐána/ ‘hot’ 
/uʂín/ /unʂín/ /unʂín/ /ɾoza/ ‘red’ 
/maʂká/ /maʂká/ /maʂká/ /mapuʐo/ ‘human head’ 
/ʂ áɨ/ /ʂáɨ/ /ʂáɨ/ /t�́pa/ ‘tortoise sp.’ 
/ʂa�ón/ /ʂa�ón/ /ʂa�ón/ /kauɾi/ ‘river turtle sp.’ 
/sap�ń/ /sap�ń/ /sap�ń/ /waxú/ ‘spider web’  
 
 This is, roughly, the dialectal situation of the Cashibo-Cacataibo language. In 
§4.1, I will show that what Tessmann documented under the name <Nokamán> is in fact 
another dialect of this language and, in §4.2, I will attempt to determine the position of 
this <Nokamán> dialect within the dialectal diversity briefly described in this section. 
However, before doing so, it is imperative to revise and evaluate Tessmann’s linguistic 
data on <Nokamán> in order to establish a set of philological principles for their 
treatment. 
 
3. Critical evaluation of Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán>  
Studying a language based on a limited amount of written information is not the ideal 
situation. Having the opportunity to listen to real speakers producing utterances in their 
mother tongue and using it to communicate in natural setting represents by far a much 
better scenario: it gives us the opportunity to develop a database according to our 
research questions, which can cover different areas of the language under study. When 
we work with only a limited number of written sources, the information included in them 
determines the questions that can be answered. How sound our answers to those 
questions would be depends, primarily, on the particularities (and the quality) of the data, 

11 Colleagues from the Max Planck Institute - Leipzig (MPI-EVA) have kindly studied the behavior of 
Swadesh’s forty more stable concepts (Holman et al. 2008) in the different dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. 
The corresponding lexemes have been “transcribed” (Brown et al. 2008) in order to measure the lexical 
distance between them (Wichmann et al. 2010) and the same results as the ones offered here have been 
obtained. 
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but, secondly, on the care and responsibility with which we interpret them. In the 
particular case of Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán>, we have a number of difficulties and 
problems that should be considered thoughtfully, before arriving at any conclusion about 
this Panoan linguistic variety. The first issue that one realizes after a quick study of the 
materials is that, since they precede the creation of the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA), the phonological correspondences of the graphemes used by Tessmann are not 
always transparent. In association with this, a more careful study of the data reveals that 
Tessmann was, in fact, unsystematic in the way in which he used his orthographic 
conventions. Therefore, how we interpret the graphemes used by the German 
ethnographer is a delicate matter, which requires care and precaution (I will briefly deal 
with this issue in §5). In this section, I am more interested in some other methodological 
problems which appeared throughout the study of the data and posited important 
questions about the quality of the results that can be obtained from Tessmann’s 
information on <Nokamán>. More precisely, the problems to be presented here are 
critical for the establishment of a truly comparative <Nokamán> word list that can be 
used to determine its relations with the different dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. If we are 
not aware of these (and other equivalent) problems, we might end up with a comparative 
list that may lead us to incorrect conclusions. Therefore, the identification of the issues to 
be presented here will help us to compose a “cleaner” (but, of course, reduced) word list, 
in which some of the major problems of working with old written sources will be 
mitigated. I will use for comparative purposes only those lexical items which have 
resisted the depuration processes based on the methodological principles to be presented 
here. These principles are associated with the following five types of problems, presented 
in Table 4: 
 
Table 4. Five problems in Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán> 
Type of problem      Brief description 
Phrases Two (or more) lexical items are included as the equivalent to a 

German word in <Nokamán>. 
Tessmann’s mistakes Tessmann made a mistake and gave a clearly incorrect form as 

corresponding to one particular German gloss (usually because 
of a misunderstanding with his informants). 

Numbers higher than 
two 

Lexemes for numbers higher than two do not seem to have 
existed in (most) Panoan languages. Thus, Tessmann gave 
confusing <Nokamán> forms for those numbers. 

No corresponding 
Cashibo-Cacataibo 
word 

In a few cases, the speakers of the four Cashibo-Cacataibo 
dialects documented for this paper coincided in that there was 
no word in their language for one particular entry in 
Tessmann’s list. 

Repetitions  The same <Nokamán> word corresponds to more than one 
German gloss and therefore is repeated twice or more times in 
the list. 

 
As we will see in the following subsections, where I discuss and illustrate the five 

issues presented in Table 4, these issues have direct repercussions on the comparability of 
the data and the possibility of obtaining trustable results. Carefully dealing with these five 
issues will mitigate some of the major problems of working with written sources 
produced in the first half of the 20th century (or before), such as the <Nokamán> list 
published by Tessmann in 1930. In addition, since similar problems might be found in 
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similar materials, what will be discussed here constitutes a minimal basis for the 
development of a set of methodological principles replicable, in principle, to similar 
research situations. 

Before discussing in more detail the issues listed in Table 3, an investigation of 
the lexical data on <Nokamán> offered by Tessmann is in order. In the second part of his 
1930’s classic volume Die Indianer Nordost-Perus, Günter Tessmann gives a total of 50 
ethnographic notes about different ethnic groups of the Peruvian Amazon. The structure 
of these ethnographic notes is roughly always the same. Tessmann (1930) established a 
descriptive template that includes 76 topics, systematically enumerated throughout the 
book. Whenever possible, Tessmann gives information about each of these 76 topics for 
the 50 ethnic groups he studied. Among the selected ethnographic topics, the last one (76) 
is the most important one for the present paper. Under this item, Tessmann included a 
word list, divided into two sections: the words between 1 and 33 represent his “basic” 
comparative list, which is provided for almost all the ethnic groups included in his book. 
The words numbered 34-234 represent what he called an “extended” list. This extended 
list includes basic information for the equivalent of German prepositions, interrogative 
words and the like, plus a long list of other meanings (mostly referential; equivalent to 
German nouns). This extended list is only given for those populations with which the 
author had the opportunity to work more carefully. His <Nokamán> list includes this 
extended linguistic information, probably because Tessmann seemed to have had a 
friendly and fluent relationship with the two speakers that he found. Tessmann describes 
them as friendly and collaborative and this attitude may have created a comfortable 
setting to work in detail with them. From the (extended) list of 234 terms, Tessmann 
managed to gather <Nokamán> correspondences for 223 German glosses in his list. 

In addition to the 223 words in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list, I have counted 125 
<Nokamán> words included throughout the ethnographic information. Many of these 
words repeat lexical entries that also appear in the list (i.e. they are cases of repetitions; 
see §3.4); include more than one lexeme (i.e. they are phrases; see §3.1); or could not be 
recognized by the speakers of the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo (see again §3.4). 
Therefore, most words throughout Tessmann’s ethnographic notes constitute instances of 
the issues identified in Table 3 and would not withstand the methodological principles for 
the treatment of Tessmann’s data that will be proposed in this paper. In turn, the few 
remaining words in the text that might potentially be included in our comparative study 
do not have clear attributable glosses and, therefore, are problematic in terms of their 
comparability. This made them difficult to elicit during the collection of the Cashibo-
Cacataibo data used in this paper. Due to this, for this paper, I base my analysis on the 
word list given in section 76 of Tessmann’s ethnographic description of the <Nokamán>. 
The data upon which this study is based are given in Appendices 1 and 2. There we can 
see that what we have is the 224 words found in Tessmann’s original and the 
corresponding words in the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo, according to the 
classification given in §2 (cf. Zariquiey 2011b).  
 
3.1. Problems with the data (1): phrases  
Fifteen German glosses in Tessmann’s list correspond to phrases in <Nokamán>. That is, 
they include more than one <Nokamán> word. Phrases are problematic in comparative 
terms at least in two important ways. The first one is purely formal: we have two (or 
more) words, one that can be identified as the nucleus and other(s) that can be described 
as modifiers. However, it is not necessarily obvious how these words should be 
compared. Should we compare only the nucleus or divide the phrase into its components, 
comparing the nucleus and the modifier(s) separately? Or is it better to compare the 
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whole phrase as a unit that should exist with roughly the same meaning in the other 
linguistic varieties included in the comparison? This second question leads us to the 
second problem associated with phrases: we cannot know the cognitive status of them. 
Are they truly lexical items, that is, well established “compounds” with a solid social 
basis, shared by a large number of speakers?  

In relation to these questions, we could also ask what are we supposed to 
compare: only linguistic units that match the notion ‘word’ (conventionalized arbitrary 
combinations of form and meaning) as closely as possible, or also more idiosyncratic 
combinations that a speaker produces creatively? The issues listed in these questions 
represent important problems for the study of the <Nokamán> materials produced by 
Tessmann. In order to illustrate this, let us see some examples of phrases in Tessmann’s 
data:  
 
Table 5. Five examples of phrases in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list    
Number German English Tessmann’s <Nokamán> 
19 Hund dog ino-odzī́ti 
90 Kopfschmerz headache maţka tăăge 
91 Leibshmerz body pain puku nēnḗage 
100 Wolke cloud nai tonángi 
101 Blitz flash of 

lightning 
warin puíroge 

 
In table 5, we find five examples of phrases. The problems that they posit for a 

comparative study are straightforward. Let us examine (19), for instance. While we find 
cognates for the two words given for <Nokamán> (<ino> and <odzī́ti>) in the extant 
dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo (‘inu ‘jaguar’ and ‘uchiti ‘dog’), the complex element ‘inu 
‘uchiti can possibly be used by some speakers to refer to a type of wild dog that inhabits 
the Amazon forests (perhaps Speothos venaticus), but is not a well established term. Even 
if we believe that ‘inu ‘uchiti is to be treated as a comparable lexical unit, it does not 
strictly mean ‘dog’; the word for ‘dog’ is simply ‘uchiti (which is, in fact, an Arawak 
loan). In turn, we do not know either if the form <ino-odzī́ti> was a creative combination 
that the two <Nokamán> speakers invented by means of a syntactic process of noun-noun 
modification, or a well-established (more lexical) unit. Thus, the possibility of producing 
the complex NP ‘inu ‘uchiti in the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo does not 
necessarily mean that we can treat this phrase and the form <ino-odzī́ti> as real cognates. 

If we make the decision of separating these two words and count them separately 
in our comparison, we will find that ‘inu already exists in the list (so, it does not add a 
new item to our comparative list); the element that will represent a new entry in our list is 
‘uchiti. However, what we know about this word is only that it exists in <Nokamán> and 
in the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo and that in the latter it means ‘dog’. We 
do not know for sure that the form ‘uchiti by itself had this meaning in <Nokamán>, we 
are only presuming so, based on our inferences. What Tessmann said about <Nokamán> 
is only that the complex unit <ino-odzī́ti> meant ‘dog’; but, in fact, we cannot be certain 
of the meaning of the latter element in the complex unit when used alone.  

As we can see, phrases like <ino-odzī́ti> present multiple problems and I consider 
that regardless of the methodological decision that we make about them, we will always 
have to face the risk of including imprecise data. This is also true in association with any 
of the examples in Table 5. In the case of <maţka tăăge> (90), the <Nokamán> form for 
‘headache’, we could identify the form maxká ‘head’, present in the four extant dialects 
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of Cashibo-Cacataibo. However, the form for ‘headache’ is maxká paëkë, in which we 
find the nominalized version of the predicate paë- ‘to (have) pain’, which is not cognate 
of <tăăge>. Thus, if we take <maţka tăăge> as a single unit meaning ‘headache’, we do 
not find, strictly, a cognate for it in the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo, despite the 
fact that we do find the word maxká in both <Nokamán> and some of the extant dialects 
of Cashibo-Cacataibo. And, again, being rigorous, attributing the meaning ‘head’ to 
<maţka>, based on the form <maţka tăăge> ‘headache’ is an inference which is not 
necessarily true in all the possible scenarios. The <Nokamán> form <puku nēnḗage> 
‘body pain’ (91) posits similar problems. First of all, puku paëkë means literally ‘stomach 
pain’ in the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo and not ‘body pain’ (nami paëkë is a 
better form for that meaning). In addition, the form nënë ‘akë is remembered by some 
speakers of some of the Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects, but is considered an old form. Thus, 
again, we are dealing with a complicated case that is not easy to analyze in order to create 
a comparative list. Did puku really mean ‘body’ in <Nokamán> as we could infer from 
the phrase <puku nēnḗage> or was it a misunderstanding between Tessmann and his 
informants? We cannot know what was truly happening; in fact, it is easy to image 
Tessmann asking for the <Nokamán> word for ‘body pain’ and touching his stomach, 
triggering a mistaken response.   

The last two examples in Table 4 are also problematic. While <nai> in (100) and 
<warin> in (101) can be recognized as naí ‘sky’ and bari ‘sun’, respectively, in the extant 
dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo, the equivalent of the complete <Nokamán> forms <nai 
tonángi> ‘cloud’ and <warin puíroge> ‘flash of lightning’ would have different meanings 
in Cashibo-Cacataibo. The form naí tunankë would mean something like ‘dark sky’ in the 
different dialects of this Panoan language (the word kuin is the preferred one for ‘cloud’); 
while in the case of the form <warin puíroge>, the word <puíroge> could not be 
identified in any of the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. In addition to this, the word 
kaná ‘lightning’ seems to be old and widespread throughout Panoan languages; therefore, 
we cannot know if the use of the lexeme bari ‘sun’ for the meaning ‘lightning’ 
constitutes an innovation of the Panoan variety that Tessmann documented under the 
name <Nokamán> or the result of a misunderstanding in the process of elicitation. 

Throughout the processing and analysis of the data, I have found similar problems 
in the cases that include a <Nokamán> phrase as the equivalent of a German gloss. Due 
to this, I have made the methodological decision of excluding all such cases of 
phrases from the comparative study prepared for this paper.  

I am aware that this decision might be problematic since one might end up 
ignoring relevant data when the database is already limited. However, most of the words 
attested in the phrases are also included as independent entries in the list and therefore do 
not add new lexical material to the comparison (cf. inu ‘jaguar’ in <ino-odzī́ti> or bari 
‘sun’ in <warin puíroge>). In turn, for those cases in which the lexemes are not repeated, 
we will always have to face that we might be interpreting the meaning of <Nokamán> 
words only based on the German translations or on what we know about other Panoan 
languages.  
 
3.2. Problems with the data (2): Tessmann’s mistakes 
Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list includes a considerable number of cases where the author 
seems to have elicited a wrong lexical form. I have identified this type of problem in at 
least 22 cases. While in some of them the mistake is straightforward, in some others the 
possibility of having a correct lexical entry for <Nokamán> also exists (see the discussion 
below). However, even in those ambiguous cases, the decision of including the 
implicated words in our comparative study is not free of problems, since we will never be 
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able to determine if we are dealing with a misunderstanding by Tessmann or with a 
lexical particularity (e.g., semantic shift) of <Nokamán>, which makes it different from 
the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. In order to avoid arriving at dubious 
conclusions, in this paper I have decided not to include those cases of mistakes in my 
comparative study. In the following table, I list five cases that have been identified as 
“mistakes”. More detailed comments on those examples are offered after the table.  
 
Table 6. Five examples of consignation mistakes in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list    
Number German English Tessmann’s <Nokamán> 
38 Stirn forehead wuépuis 
43 Lippe lip aná 
89 Sprache language aná 
140 Tigerkatze ocelot tšampu 
153 Faultier 

(pelejo) 
sloth mazṓ 

 
The five examples in Table 6 illustrate some of the most frequent mistakes that a 

careful study of Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán> reveals. Let us start by looking at the 
example in (89). Tessmann asked about the word for ‘language’ and what he obtained 
was the Panoan word for ‘tongue (the organ)’. In many Panoan languages, the word for 
‘language’ is the same as the word for ‘word’ and not as the word for ‘tongue (the 
organ)’. Thus, in the four different dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo, we find the word bana, 
which means ‘word, language, tale’. Finding the word ana, which also means ‘tongue 
(the organ)’, as the word for ‘language’ in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> makes us, at least, 
suspicious. It is true that in other South American languages, the words for ‘tongue’ and 
‘language’ are identical, but in basically all the Panoan languages that I am aware of this 
pattern is not found and the word (h)ana exclusively refers to the organ (with the only 
exception of Matses, in which the word ana can mean language, although the more 
common word is onkete ‘speak’). Based on this fact, we might propose, in principle, two 
possible hypotheses: (1) ana is the word for language in <Nokamán>, perhaps due to a 
lexical change: i.e. the term bana got lost and the term ana covered (part of) its semantic 
domain; and (2) this is a translation problem (in Spanish, the word lengua can have the 
two meanings, ‘language’ and ‘tongue’). While the first hypothesis will allow us to have 
one more term for comparison, we might be introducing a mistake to our corpus. The fact 
that hypothesis (2) exists makes the decision of including the entry (89) in our corpus 
questionable. It is easy to imagine a scenario where hypothesis (2) may prove real: 
Tessmann interviewed two <Nokamán> speakers with a pre-translated Spanish elicitation 
list, and this language does not lexically distinguish between ‘tongue’ and ‘language’. 
Thus, when Tessmann asked for ‘language’ using the word lengua, his informants 
understood ‘tongue’ and gave the corresponding word in <Nokamán> for it. Based on 
this, we consider that it is at least risky to include this entry in our comparative corpus. 
The methodological decision of leaving out from our comparative study cases like this, 
where the possibility of a mistake is very likely, reduces our corpus but, at the same time, 
avoids the possibility of misattributing the meaning “language” to the <Nokamán> word 
ana and, then, introducing a mistake in the results of our study.  

Something similar occurs with the words (38) and (43) in Table 5. The 
<Nokamán> form <wuépuis> clearly corresponds to the Cashibo-Cacataibo word bëpuis 
which means ‘brains’ (bë- ‘eye, face’ + -puis ‘internal soft matter’) and not ‘forehead’. 
Thus, we have the same problem as before: we cannot know for sure if we are dealing 
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with a lexical particularity of <Nokamán> (an innovation?), according to which the 
meaning ‘forehead’ was associated with the form bëpuis. It is not difficult to figure out 
how a wrong consignation may have happened: Tessmann asks “how do you say this?” 
pointing his head area with his finger and inducing a wrong answer. Thus, again, having 
such a possibility makes the inclusion of the form <wuépuis> in our database 
questionable: simply, we do not know if this word meant ‘forehead’ or ‘brains’ in 
<Nokamán>. 

The same situation occurs with <aná> in (43). As previously mentioned, this word 
does not mean ‘lip’ but ‘tongue’ in the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo (the word for 
‘lip’ is kwëbí in this language and the prefix kwë- is usually associated with this meaning 
in Panoan). If Tessmann documented <Nokamán> accurately, the use of <aná> for the 
meaning ‘lip’ may be seen as a semantic particularity of this Panoan variety; but, again, it 
is not difficult to imagine how a mistake might have been introduced: Tessmann points 
with his finger towards the mouth area and this triggers a misinterpretation by the two 
<Nokamán> speakers.  

The last two examples in Table 5 are very interesting. The word <tšampu> (140) 
does not mean ‘ocelot’, but ‘cricket’ in Cashibo-Cacataibo and in many other Panoan 
languages. A semantic change from ‘ocelot’ to ‘cricket’ is extremely unlikely and, 
therefore, the hypothesis based on a Tesmann’s mistake is clearly the preferred one in 
this case. It is interesting to mention that the word for ‘cricket’ in Spanish is ‘grillo’ and, 
thus, it is easy to image a situation in which the <Nokamán> speakers are asked about the 
word for ‘ocelot’ (which is ‘tigrillo’ in Spanish), but they only hear the last part (‘grillo’) 
and respond accordingly (or perhaps they did not know the Spanish word tigrillo and thus 
interpreted it as grillo).  

Finally, in the case of the word <mazṓ>, which seems to correspond to a Panoan 
word for ‘common opossum (Spanish zorro)’ and not for ‘sloth (Spanish pelejo)’, what 
we could have had was that the description of a small hairy animal was not clearly 
understood by the two <Nokamán> speakers. They were asked about the word for 
‘pelejo’ but gave the word for ‘opossum’, based on the description given to them. 
 
3.3. Problems with the data (3): numbers higher than two 
The available evidence suggests that Panoan languages did not have a decimal numeric 
system.12 In fact, as far as I know, the only number that can be reconstructed for the 
protolanguage is ‘two’ *rabë(C), since the word for ‘one’ shows some variation among 
Panoan languages. However, Tessmann’s list includes information about the numbers 
from one to ten. From them, the only potentially comparable ones are ‘one’ and ‘two’, 
since most Panoan languages (and, particularly, Cashibo-Cacataibo) tend to lack standard 
lexemes for numbers higher than two.  

The fact that there are no numbers higher than ‘two’ in Panoan (with the 
exception of Shipibo-Konibo, that has borrowed its decimal numeric system from 
Quechua, and Matses, that exhibits standard ways to say three, four, five and ten) 
produces a situation in which, if you ask a speaker about the word for ‘four’ or ‘five’, he 
or she will bring into play different combinations of the available numbers or equivalent 
strategies. These answers, however, are not necessarily socialized forms that can be 
considered well-established terms and this seems to be case of <Nokamán>’s numbers 
from ‘four’ to ‘ten’, which are shown in Table 7.  
 
 

12 The decimal numeric system that we find in Shipibo-Konibo is based on Quechua loans.  
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Table 7. Numbers higher than 3 in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list    
Number German English Tessmann’s <Nokamán> 

225 vier four mapaí 
226 fünf five moegíṅkama 
227 sechs six idza 
228 sieben seven idza roama 
229 acht eight -- 
230 neun nine -- 
231 zehn ten moegíntepú̄ 

 
As we can see, forms for ‘eight’ and ‘nine’ are not offered by Tessmann. In 

addition, the words given for ‘five’ and ‘ten’ include the form <moegín>, also consigned 
as <moegíṅ> (including a dot over the symbol <n>). The form <moegín> is clearly a 
cognate of the form mëkën ‘hand’. However, the form -kama in <moegíṅkama> ‘five’, 
which seems to be the plural marker -kama attested in Cashibo-Cacataibo, is problematic: 
one would expect the form <moegíṅkama> (literally, ‘hands’) to be the word for ‘ten’. 
This suggests that we might be dealing with mistakes similar to the ones presented in 
§3.2.13  

In turn, we find the term <idza> in the words that Tessmann gives for six and 
seven in <Nokamán>. This term, however, is cognate with ‘itsa in Cashibo-Cacataibo, 
language in which this word means ‘a lot of’ (icha in other Panoan languages, such as 
Shipibo-Konibo). It is hard to believe that this word might have gotten such specific 
meanings like ‘six’ or ‘seven’: on the contrary, we might be dealing with a situation in 
which the speakers tried to answer a question for which they did not have a specialized 
word: six or seven fingers were just interpreted as ‘a lot of’ fingers (assuming that 
Tessmann used his fingers to ask for number names in <Nokamán>). Therefore, I 
consider it appropriate not to include the <Nokamán> words given by Tessmann for 
numbers higher than ‘two’ in the comparative list used for this paper.    
 
3.4. Problems with the data (4) and (5): repetitions and words without cognates in 
Cashibo-Cacataibo 
In order to finish the discussion of the problems that I found in the <Nokamán> list, I will 
briefly comment in this section on two final issues: cases where one <Nokamán> word 
appears more than once in the list and cases for which I could not find a semantic 
equivalent in Cashibo-Cacataibo. 

Regarding instances of repetition, most have already been excluded by following 
the principles previously described in §3.1-§3.3. However, I found four additional cases 
in which the same <Nokamán> word was used for more than one German gloss. In these 
cases, I have decided not to count twice the same <Nokamán> form. Thus, for 
instance, the word i appear three times in the list (under the glosses ‘tree’, ‘wood’ and 
‘walking stick’), but is counted only once. It might be arguable as well that these 
different tokens of the same word should be counted separately; especially if in some 
Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects we find separate terms for these. However, this is not the 
case: in cases like the ones discussed here, we systematically find that the Cashibo-
Cacataibo cognate behaves roughly in the same way. 

13 Another possible analysis, as highlighted by one anonymous reviewer of this paper, is that the form kama 
in <moegíṅkama> corresponds to the limitative marker in Shipibo-Konibo. Thus, the meaning of ‘five’ 
would be ‘up to one hand’ (‘hasta la mano’), which would be compatible with the number. 
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In turn, for two semantic concepts in Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list, it was not 
possible to find a semantic equivalent in the extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo: ‘yes’ 
(ẽ, 219) and ‘foreskin’ (ižuṅ-oníṛge, unnumbered). Words for which it was not possible 
to find a correspondence were not included in the comparative study prepared for 
this paper.  
 
3.5. Methodological conclusions with respect to Tessmann’s <Nokamán> list 
As we can conclude from the preceding discussion, this study assumes a very 
conservative treatment of the data, in the sense that I have preferred to work with a 
reduced number of lexical items in order to produce a more sound comparative study, 
based only on those words that were accurately consigned by Tessmann. After the 
application of all the principles discussed in this section, a total of 170 <Nokamán> terms 
from the original list published by Tessmann remain as valid for comparison (the 
complete list is provided in Appendix 2).  

These 170 <Nokamán> lexical items have been compared with the semantically 
equivalent words in the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. The aims of this 
comparative study are, first, to measure the lexical similarity between <Nokamán> and 
Cashibo-Cacataibo in order to determine if they can be interpreted as dialects of the same 
language (as was suggested by Shell 1965/1975). Secondly, I will compare the 
<Nokamán> data with the two main dialectal branches of Cashibo-Cacataibo 
independently, in order to identify any salient difference and to have a more specific idea 
of how <Nokamán> is related to Cashibo-Cacataibo. The results of this comparison are 
presented in §4.   

 
4. <Nokamán> and Cashibo-Cacataibo: two very closely related Panoan varieties 
In this section, I present and discuss the results of the comparative study conducted for 
this paper. As part of this study, I have checked the complete <Nokamán> list collected 
by Tessmann with speakers of the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo and I have 
elicited the corresponding word for each lexical entry in these dialects. I worked with at 
least two speakers of each dialect together, letting them discuss about the best words in 
their dialects for the glosses presented. The words were given to the Cashibo-Cacataibo 
speakers in Spanish (using for this the 1999 Spanish translation of Tessmann’s classic 
volume).14  

The completion of the process of compiling the list in each dialect took around 
eight to ten hours and the data were later double checked for all the dialects (this process 
took on average approximately three to four hours per dialect). All the speakers who 
helped me with this process are acknowledged in Footnote 1.  

Table 7 summarizes the results of the comparative study. Notice that two dialectal 
subgroups have been established for Cashibo-Cacataibo for the presentation of the 
results: the first one includes the dialects from Upper and Lower Aguaytía and 
Sungaroyacu (Agu/Sun); while the other only refers to the San Alejandro dialect (SA). As 
we can see in Diagram 1, these two groups represent the two major branches in the 
Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectal classification (see also Zariquiey 2011b). In fact, the lexical 
differences between the dialects from Upper and Lower Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu are 
practically irrelevant and it is not necessary to compare these different dialects with 
<Nokamán> independently.  
 

14 In the case of the dialect from the Lower Aguaytía, a first version of part of the list was compiled with 
the collaboration of David W. Fleck. 
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Table 8. <Nokamán> and Cashibo-Cacataibo: comparative results (n = 170)   

Correspondence Number of items % 
<Nokamán> = Agu/Sun = SA 147 86.4% 
<Nokamán> = Agu/Sun ≠ SA 4 2.4% 
<Nokamán> = SA ≠ Agu/Sun 11 6.5% 
<Nokamán> ≠ Agu/Sun ≠ SA 1 0.6% 
<Nokamán> ≠ Agu/Sun = SA 7 4.1% 

 
The results reveal a straightforward pattern. The two main dialectal branches of 

Cashibo-Cacataibo and what Tessmann documented under the name <Nokamán> share 
with each other 147 lexical items from a total of 170. This represents a total of 86.4%. In 
turn, there is only one case where a gloss is associated with different words in 
<Nokamán> and in the two main branches of Cashibo-Cacataibo (this represents only 
0.6% of the total).  

The first question that one could ask is: what do these figures imply in terms of 
the distinction between different dialects and different languages? The answer is not 
necessarily easy, since concepts such as dialect or language are not free of arbitrariness. 
However, despite the limited amount of available data, it is possible to conclude that, 
lexically, <Nokamán> is a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo rather than a different language. 
In that sense, the impression that Shell had by looking at the <Nokamán> data was 
accurate: we are very likely dealing with another dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo. 

If we accept the arguments presented so far, there is another question that we will 
need to answer: what would the location of <Nokamán> in the dialectal complex of 
Cashibo-Cacataibo be? As shown in Table 9, the data seem to offer some clues about this 
issue as well: 
 
Table 9. <Nokamán> as a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo  

Correspondence Number of items (n = 170)   % 
<Nokamán> = Agu/Sun  (147 + 4) 151 88.8% 
<Nokamán> = SA (147 +11) 158 92.9% 

 
As we can see in Table 9, if we look at those cases in which <Nokamán> goes 

with Agu/Sun and differs from SA, we find four (4) instances (2.4%). Therefore, the total 
number of cases in which <Nokamán> matches Agu/Sun rises to 88.8%. In turn, if we 
have a look at those cases in which <Nokamán> goes with SA, we will need to add 
eleven (11) instances more (6.5%) to the 147 cases previously mentioned. Therefore, 
<Nokamán> matches SA in 92.9% of the words listed in the corpus. This is certainly a 
high rate, and, based on the available data, I would undoubtedly select the San Alejandro 
branch to locate <Nokamán> within Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology. 

As an additional argument, <Nokamán> and the San Alejandro dialect behave 
very similarly in terms of their lexical similarity to the dialects from the Aguaytía and the 
Sungaroyacu rivers. While the latter exhibits 16 lexical differences with these dialects 
(9.4%), <Nokamán> offers a total of 19 (11.1%). In addition, as we will see in §5 and §6, 
the proposal of grouping <Nokamán> and the San Alejandro dialect of Cashibo-
Cacataibo finds some phonological and ethno-historical support as well. The following 
diagram re-elaborates Diagram 1, including <Nokamán> in the Cashibo-Cacataibo 
dialectal complex. 
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Diagram 2. Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology 
 

Cashibo-cacataibo 
 

 
Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu           San Alejandro/<Nokamán> 

 
 
 

Bajo Aguaytía     Alto Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu    San Alejandro     <Nokamán>  
 
 
                         Alto Aguaytía                   Sungaroyacu 

 
Even though Tessmann’s list represents all the information that we have about 

<Nokamán>, we still have a way to test our results: comparing <Nokamán> and Cashibo-
Cacataibo based on Tessmann’s complete list, without excluding the lexical entries 
associated with the problems listed in §3.1-§3.4. This comparison reveals exactly the 
same tendencies: we find a high degree of similarity between <Nokamán> and the 
different Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects and this similarity becomes even higher when we 
compare <Nokamán> and the San Alejandro dialect. However, it is important to note that 
the comparison based on the whole list exhibits the methodological problems that the 
present paper has attempted to avoid. Basically, if we include repetitions, numbers and 
phrases, and we treat Tessmann’s mistakes (see §3.2) as real lexical differences we obtain 
the following results: <Nokamán> = Agu/Sun = SA: 67.26%; <Nokamán> = Agu/Sun: 
68.60%; and <Nokamán> = SA: 73.53%. In turn, if we treat the cases discussed in §3.2 
as mistakes and try to “fix” them whenever possible (for instance, if we count as cognates 
those cases in which Tessmann gives a word for ‘throat’ that corresponds to the word for 
‘neck’ in the remaining dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo), we obtain the following results: 
<Nokamán> = Agu/Sun = SA: 80.71%; <Nokamán> = Agu/Sun: 82.05%; and 
<Nokamán> = SA: 86.98%. As we can see, the results vary according to how we treat the 
data (and, in fact, our decision will always be a bit arbitrary); but the general tendencies 
are basically the same, regardless of our methodological approach. We might also decide 
to obtain average results based on the figures just listed. In this case, we get the following 
results: <Nokamán> = Agu/Sun = SA: 73.98%; <Nokamán> = Agu/Sun: 75.32%; and 
<Nokamán> = SA: 80.25%. Thus, as we can see, the results presented in Tables 8 and 9 
are stable even if we approach the data in different ways.  

Summarizing, I argue that a careful analysis of the available data supports the 
following conclusions: (1) <Nokamán> was a dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo; and, (2) as 
such, <Nokamán> was closer to the dialect of San Alejandro. The first conclusion 
supports Shell’s (1965/1975) claim and the second goes further and postulates a more 
specific characterization of <Nokamán> within Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology. As I 
have mentioned in the previous paragraph, there are other types of evidence 
(phonological and ethno-historical) that point in the same direction and this will be 
discussed in §5 and §6. In addition, there are some other minor details that also support 
the interpretation proposed here. I present one of those interesting details in Table 10 for 
discussion:    
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Table 10. Two interesting cases for comparison 
Number German English Tessmann’s <Nokamán> 

97 Vollmond full moon oṛse izíge 
98 Mond, zunchm waning moon oṛse wuirama isige 

 
Table 10 includes two German glosses (97 and 98 in Tessmann’s list): Vollmond ‘full 
moon’ and Mond, zunchm ‘waning moon’. The corresponding <Nokamán> forms are, 
according to Tessmann, oṛse izíge and oṛse wuirama isige, but, curiously, the dialects 
from the Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu Rivers exhibit exactly the opposite behavior: uxë 
bërama isíkë means ‘full moon’ and uxë isíkë is the word for ‘waning moon’. At first 
sight, this seems to be a mistake introduced by Tessmann: he perhaps just wrote the two 
words in the wrong order. However, when I worked with speakers from San Alejandro, I 
learned that this dialect behaves like <Nokamán> in relation to this point: thus, according 
to the speakers I interviewed uxë bërama isíkë means ‘waning moon’ and uxë isíkë 
corresponds to ‘full moon’. I have double checked this and, in principle, I have no reason 
to distrust this information. Therefore, whatever lexical change/innovation has happened, 
it produced the same results in both <Nokamán> and the San Alejandro dialect. This 
finding, of course, has comparative consequences in the sense that, if it is an innovation, 
it implies that these two varieties are more closely related to each other than to the 
remaining dialects of the language. Thus, it supports the conclusions that the lexical 
comparison presented in Table 8 suggested.  
 
5. Some phonological issues about <Nokamán> 
The philological analysis of old written sources on indigenous languages has some 
inherent difficulties. One has to do with the collector’s attempt to represent unfamiliar 
sounds without a systematic tool equivalent to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
and often without training in linguistics or/and phonetic transcription. The phonological 
interpretation of the graphemes that we find in a classic document is not free of some 
arbitrariness and it is neither straightforward nor transparent. We have to make a number 
of interpretative decisions based on different principles (associated with the writing 
system of the mother tongue of the author, the tradition for representing the sound of non-
European languages that he or she may be influenced by, and external evidence taken 
from sister languages). 

In this paper, I have used lexical evidence in order to arrive at the conclusions 
presented in §4. Basically, I have used the notion of cognate as a tool to measure the 
degree of relationship between <Nokamán> and the four extant dialects of Cashibo-
Cacataibo, without offering a phonetic interpretation of the <Nokamán> data or 
attempting to offer a phonological characterization of this variety. In this section, I will 
very briefly explore some of the most salient phonological properties of <Nokamán>, as 
they seem to be revealed by some orthographic decisions followed by Tessmann. The 
general impression that this exercise leaves is that the grouping of <Nokamán> and San 
Alejandro seems to be on the right track. 
 
5.1. Voiced fricatives? 
One of the major isoglosses between the dialects from the San Alejandro River and the 
Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu Rivers is the presence of voiced and voiceless fricatives (see 
Table 3). Basically, the San Alejandro dialect has /z, ʐ/ where the remaining dialects 
exhibit /s, ʂ/. Taking this into consideration, it may be important to ask how <Nokamán> 
behaves in relation to this phonological correspondence.  
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Even though the data are not systematic and, thus, are not easy to analyze, I 
consider that <Nokamán> may have had a widespread process of voicing of fricatives. 
Tessmann represented the retroflex fricative in various ways, which include the following 
graphemes: <ţ>, <š>, <ž>, <r> and <rs>, among others. It is extremely unlikely that these 
different graphemes where associated with different sounds, since if this were the case, 
we would have in this language an extremely complex inventory of fricatives, highly 
unusual in Panoan (see, for instance, Shell 1975 [1965]: chapter 2). However, the fact 
that Tessmann used <ž> might be taken as evidence that he heard some voicing in the 
retroflex fricative. Conversely, the use of the grapheme <ţ> may orient our interpretation 
in the opposite direction. Interestingly, <ţ> almost always appears in word-initial 
positions: <ţḗta> ‘tooth’ (2 = Cashibo-Cacataibo (CC): xëta), <ţā́nu> ‘woman’ (17 = CC: 
xanu), <ţḗki> ‘[sic] manioc’ (24; but it should be 25 ‘corn’ = CC: xëki), among others. 
This might be suggesting that <Nokamán> had a voiceless retroflex fricative at the 
beginning of words. However, we also find examples like <ráuage> ‘breath’ (77 = CC: 
xabakë) and examples like this one might be suggesting either that Tessmann was not 
totally systematic, or that perhaps the process of voicing was in development in 
<Nokamán>. In word-internal positions, the preferred graphemes for the retroflex 
fricative are <ž>: <tšažu> ‘deer’ (146 = CC: chaxu); <r>: <t̯široru> ‘white capuchin 
monkey’ (131 = CC: chiru uxu); and <rs>: <tšărski> ‘long’ (201 = CC: chaxkë), with the 
first form being the most commonly attested one. I believe that, in principle, these data 
allow us to postulate a voiced retroflex fricative for <Nokamán>, at least word-internally. 
As highlighted by one anonymous reviewer, this might be true due to the symbol <ž>, 
which is not used, for instance, by the same author to represent the voiceless retroflex of 
Shipibo (see Tessmann 1929).  

Regarding the distinction between /s/ and /ʂ/, the situation is a bit more confusing: 
Tessmann used almost equally the graphemes <s> and <z> in contexts in which the 
extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo present an alveolar fricative (/s/ in Aguaytía and 
Sungaroyacu and /z/ in San Alejandro). The interpretation of these two graphemes is not 
easy: the two of them may appear in the same positions; but there is a tendency for <s> to 
appear at the beginning of words and as syllabic coda, with <z> being more common 
word-internally as syllabic onset. In addition, even though it is tempting to assume that 
Tessmann used <z> in order to represent a voiced sound (as it is the case in the IPA), we 
do not have any strong argument for this. In fact, the grapheme <z> corresponds to /ts/ in 
German orthography and, therefore, the interpretation of <z> as /z/ is neither obvious nor 
necessary. However, Tessmann had a different grapheme for /t s/ (which might seem to 
have undergone voicing in <Nokamán> as well): <dz>. In this sense, it is very likely that 
Tessmann used <z> for a fricative, but we cannot be certain if this fricative was voiced or 
unvoiced. We can only presume that the former option is correct, but then we will need to 
explain the existence of so many instances of <s> in the corpus. We have two possible 
interpretations: (1) we are dealing with a non-systematic writing system; and (2) there 
was an allophonic distribution of two different sounds. If we choose the first hypothesis, 
we will still need to explain what might have triggered such lack of coherence, with a 
quite “easy” sound (we are not dealing with a glottalized consonant, for instance). If we 
choose the second interpretation, we might argue that the voiced version of the alveolar 
fricative was more likely to be found word-internally, as a syllable-onset, in a very 
similar fashion to what we found regarding the retroflex, but a bit less systematic. Again, 
if we have a look at Tessmann’s representation of Shipibo’s sounds, we systematically 
find the grapheme <s> for the voiceless alveolar fricative of this language (Tessmann 
1929).  
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All this, of course, only represents a hypothesis based on limited data. However, if 
we accept what have been proposed here, we might conclude that, regarding this 
property, <Nokamán> represents a previous stage from what we find in the dialect of San 
Alejandro: in this dialect, the voiceless fricatives of Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu 
correspond to voiced ones in all the possible contexts (notice that there is a /s/ sound in 
San Alejandro, but as a correspondence of /t s/ in Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu; see Table 
3).  
 
5.2. Voiced stops and affricate? 
Another isogloss between the Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu and the San Alejandro dialects 
involves a process of voicing that the occlusive /k/ has undergone: this phoneme surfaces 
as [g] in word-internal positions (where it only appears as the onset of its syllable).  
<Nokamán> seems to have had a similar process of voicing which aligns this variety 
closer to the San Alejandro dialect. However, the data is not completely systematic at a 
first sight: we find cases like <teguígi> ‘[sic?] neck’ (47 = CC: tëkwëki ‘spine bone’), but 
also examples like: <maká> ‘rock’ (12 = CC: maxá). After a study of the data, it is 
possible to conclude that, in <Nokamán>, it is more common to find <g> before i and ë, 
than before a, u or o, but this should be understood as a tendency, since we find examples 
like <nõziki> ‘plantain’ (26). In addition, the data reveal that the voicing process is more 
likely to be found word-internally than word-initially; however, again, this is only a 
tendency and we also find cases like <güíni> (44) ‘chin [sic]’.  

The fact that we find some evidence of voicing in <Nokamán> brings it closer to 
the San Alejandro dialect than to any other Cashibo-Cacataibo dialect. The non-
systematic character of the data does not necessarily represent a real problem: in 
principle, in the San Alejandro River, stops become voiced in word-internal positions 
only, but, in my experience, in some cases we might hear voiced stops word-initially, and 
voiceless stops word-internally. However, in this dialect, the voicing of stops is attested 
in combination with all the vowels, including a or o. This represents a slight difference 
between the two dialects. This is not the only difference: we find clues that suggest that 
in <Nokamán>, other stops, as well as the affricate ts, underwent voicing. Tessmann used 
in a very few cases the graphemes <d> and <b> where the extant dialects of Cashibo-
Cacataibo exhibit t and p, respectively. Thus, for instance, the word ‘uchiti appears with 
<t> in (19), but with <d> in (141); and the word ‘atapa appears with <p> in (18), but 
with <b> in (155-157). This is extremely unusual in the corpus and might be irrelevant or 
demoted as a perception mistake (i.e., assuming Tessmann thought that he was hearing 
different sounds in different cases). 

The case of the affricate is different. Tessmann systematically used <dz> where 
the dialects from Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu exhibit ts. The point is that this affricate 
does not exist in San Alejandro, either in its voiced or voiceless version. In San 
Alejandro, we find s as the correspondence of ts (this dialect exhibits the change ts > s). 
Therefore, the presence of a (probably) voiced alveolar affricate constitutes a difference 
between <Nokamán> and the dialect from San Alejandro. Some examples of this are: 
<adza> (25) ‘corn [sic]’, which corresponds to ‘asa ‘manioc’ in San Alejandro and to 
‘atsa in the remaining Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects. 
  
5.3. Dropping of alveolar nasals in coda positions 
There is a general process of coalescence associated with syllable-final n in Cashibo-
Cacataibo. In this position, the sound n tends to coalesce with the preceding vowel 
(which becomes nasal) and in many cases it does not surface as a segment. Apparently, 
there are some prosodic principles that determine in which cases the nasal consonant is 
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more likely to be kept, but this issue requires more study. One point that is clear to me is 
that, among the four dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo, the nasal codas are less stable in the 
San Alejandro dialect (Zariquiey 2011b). This seems to have also been the case in 
<Nokamán>, which is, again, closer to the San Alejandro dialect than to any other dialect 
regarding this respect: as in the San Alejandro dialect, the sound n in coda position seems 
to have been extremely unstable in <Nokamán>. Examples of this tendency to drop nasal 
codas are: <ṛáužo> ‘knee’ (69 = CC:  ranbuxo) and <ţó̱̃> ‘ara macao’ (158 = CC: xon). 
While in the latter example, Tessmann seems to be indicating a nasal vowel, in the 
former, no graphic traces of a nasal vowel are offered by the author.  Notice, however, 
that the phonological process being described here is not systematic and that both 
<Nokamán> and the San Alejandro dialect may keep some nasals in coda positions.  
 
5.4. The bilabial approximant  
The quite systematic use of <w> in Tessmann’s original list could be interpreted as 
evidence that this dialect had /w/ rather than /β ̝/. However, such an interpretation is not 
free of problems. First, the German spelling system uses w for an unrounded bilabial 
sound and this might be playing a role in how Tessmann represented the sound that he 
heard.  

The alternation between /w/ and /β̝/ is one of the most difficult ones in the 
establishment of isoglosses for Cashibo-Cacataibo dialectology (see table 2). In 
summary, the dialect from the Lower Aguaytía exhibits /β̝/; the dialects from the Upper 
Aguaytía and Sugaroyacu exhibit /w/ before /a/ (in some contexts) and /β̝/ in the 
remaining positions; and the dialect from San Alejandro presents /w/ in all the contexts, 
but one: before /u/, when the bilabial approximant does not surface at all. This final point 
is crucial for the discussion of the issue of this section. In Tessmann’s <Nokamán> we 
find <u> where the dialects from Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu show /β̝u/. Examples of this 
are <ṛáužo> ‘knee’ (69 = Agu/Sun: ranbuxo), <šṓu> ‘house (communal)’ (13 = Agu/Sun: 
xubu) and <úguge> ‘group of people’ (78 = Agu/Sun: bukukë). This seems to bring 
<Nokamán> closer to San Alejandro.  

In another context, Tessmann uses <u> or <wu> in what seems to be an effort for 
representing a /w/ (<ráuage> 77 = CC: rabakë). Most of the cases of <wu> are associated 
with cases in which the sound in question is followed by /ɨ/. Since there is a general 
process of labialization of /β̝/ before /ɨ/ in Cashibo-Cacataibo (/β̝/ > /β̝w/  //  _/ɨ/), the use 
of <wu> instead of <w> in this case might be suggesting that, in fact, what Tessmann 
was trying to represent with <w> was different from /w/ and closer to /β̝/, and that 
Tessmann reserved the grapheme <(w)u> for /w/. One example of this is <uižipi> ‘skin’ 
(73 = CC: bëshí). Therefore, it is difficult to make an analytical decision regarding the 
bilabial approximant in <Nokamán>. 
 
5.5. The palatal fricative 
The Cashibo-Cacataibo dialect from San Alejandro does not exhibit /ʃ/. In this dialect, we 
find zero, /j/ or /ɲ/ where we find /ʃ/ in the remaining dialects, creating a very complex 
alternation (see Table 2). This does not happen in <Nokamán>. In Tessmann’s data we 
find evidence that suggests that the sound /ʃ/ existed in this dialect. If my interpretation is 
correct, we have here one clear difference between <Nokamán> and the dialect from San 
Alejandro. Examples of this can be seen in the words: <uižipi> ‘skin’ (73 = SA: /wɨí/; 
Agu/Sun: /βɨʃí/) or <šikaṅ> ‘skin’ (55 = SA: /igá/; Agu/Sun: /ʃikán/). In the examples just 
presented, the graphemes <ž> and <š> clearly seem to be representing a fricative 
consonant. This feature brings <Nokamán> closer to the dialects from Aguaytía and 
Sungaroyacu. 
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5.6. The palatal nasal 
A second difference between <Nokamán> and the dialect from San Alejandro is that 
Tessmann’s data suggests that the former variety did not have /ɲ/ but /j/. Thus, 
<Nokamán> was closer to the dialects from Sungaroyacu and Upper Aguaytía than to the 
dialects from San Alejandro and Lower Aguaytía. We find examples like <yandáuge> 
‘night’ (109 = SA/ LoAgu: ñanta(n)); and <yaiš> ‘armadillo’ (154 = SA: /ɲa�ź/; LoAgu: 
/ɲaís/). The two illustrated words would be /jantán/ and /jaís/ in the dialects from Upper 
Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu, and the use of the grapheme <y> by Tessmann suggests that 
<Nokamán> was similar to those dialects in relation to the issue discussed in this 
section.15 
 
5.7. Other characteristics of <Nokamán> 
Tessmann’s data reveal two other interesting characteristics of <Nokamán>. The first one 
is the existence of a few trisyllabic roots in <Nokamán> that correspond to disyllabic 
ones in the other Cashibo-Cacataibo dialects. Examples of this are: <uižipi> ‘skin’ (73= 
Agu/Sun: /βɨʃí/; SA:  /wɨí/); and <nõziki> ‘plantain’ (26 = Agu/Sun: /nǒnsi/; SA: 
/nó(n)zigi/, which, in this particular case, also exhibits a trisyllabic word equivalent to the 
one found in <Nokamán>). 

In addition, Tessmann’s data reveals that <Nokamán> did not exhibit the changes 
*/aw(a)/ > /o/ and */aj(a)/ > /e/, which are characteristic of Cashibo-Cacataibo (Zariquiey 
2011: chapter 3). This is illustrated in examples like: <mayá> ‘earth (soil)’ (11 = CC: 
me); and /awuá/ ‘tapir’ (21= CC: ‘ó). This is particularly interesting, since we would 
expect this change to be a general and well-established characteristic of Cashibo-
Cacataibo. In relation to this point, a Shipibo-Konibo influence is a possible explanation: 
the two <Nokamán> speakers that Tessmann found lived surrounded by speakers of this 
language and might have exhibited some Shipibo-Konibo interference as well.16   
 
5.8. Summary of the section 
In this section, I have discussed possible phonological interpretations for some of the 
graphemes that we find in Tessmann’s data on <Nokamán>. This exercise has allowed us 
to offer some clues about some phonological properties of this Cashibo-Cacataibo dialect. 
The data reveal a closer similarity to the San Alejandro dialect than to any other Cashibo-
Cacataibo dialect. However, <Nokamán> differs from the San Alejandro dialect in 
relation to some features, such as the presence of the phonemes /j/ and /ʃ/, which are not 
attested in the referred Cashibo-Cacataibo dialect. In addition, <Nokamán> includes 
some particularities which are unusual from a Cashibo-Cacataibo perspective 
(particularly, the fact that <Nokamán> has apparently not undergone the changes 
*/aw(a)/ > /o/ and */aj(a)/ > /e/; but also the presence of a few trisyllabic roots that 
correspond to disyllabic ones in Cashibo-Cacataibo). Table 11 summarizes the data 
presented in this section: 
 

15 It is important to note, however, that the two speakers of <Nokamán> that Tessmann found lived 
surrounded by Shipibo-Konibo speakers and that this language does not have /ɲ/. Therefore, the possibility 
of some sort of interference is also possible. This might also apply to the presence of /ʃ/ in <Nokamán>, 
which is a well-established phoneme in Shipibo-Konibo, but not in Cashibo-Cacataibo: /ʃ/ is a highly 
restricted phoneme in the dialects from the Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu Rivers and does not appear at all in 
the dialect from the San Alejandro River. See also §5.7. 
16 Note, however, that the (current) word for ‘earth’ in Shipibo-Konibo is mai and not maya. Therefore, it 
would be important to know if this language exhibited the latter form at the time that Tessmann entered in 
touch with the <Nokamán>. 
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Table 11. Phonological properties of <Nokamán>, according to Tessmann’s data 
N° Feature <Nokamán> San 

Alejandro 
Lower 
Aguaytía 

Upper 
Aguaytía 

Sungaroyacu 

1 Voiced 
Fricatives 

YES YES NO NO NO 

2 Voiced stops YES  YES NO NO NO 
3 Dropping of 

alveolar nasals 
in coda 
positions 

YES YES NO NO NO 

4 Bilabial 
approximant 
before /u/ = 
zero 

YES YES NO NO NO 

Bilabial 
approximant in 
context 
different from 
/_u/ = /w/ 

(?) YES NO YES (in 
some 
contexts) 

YES (in some 
contexts) 

5 /ʃ/ YES NO YES YES YES 
6 /j/ YES NO NO YES YES 
7 Trisyllabic 

roots 
YES NO (but 

cf. 
/nó(n)zigi/ 
‘plantain’)  

NO NO NO 

8 /awa/ and /aja/  YES NO NO NO NO 
 

Therefore, <Nokamán> differs from all the extant dialects in relation to properties 
(7) and (8) (but we find an interesting case of coincide between <Nokamán> and San 
Alejandro in association with (7)). In turn, <Nokamán> is different from San Alejandro 
in association with properties (5) and (6). Finally, regarding properties (1-3)–and partially 
property (4), as well–, <Nokamán> goes with San Alejandro and differs from the 
remaining dialects. It is important to mention that the behavior of <Nokamán> regarding 
properties (8) and (6)–and potentially (5)–might be explained based on a Shipibo-Konibo 
influence. Such a scenario is very likely based on the fact that the <Nokamán> speakers 
that Tessmann found were surrounded by Shipibo-Konibo people and taking into 
consideration that Shipibo-Konibo exhibits /ʃ/ and /j/, and has not undergone the 
monoptongation processes characteristic of Cashibo-Cacataibo. 
 
6. The <Nokamán>, the Camano and some final ethno-historical notes  
The data presented so far allow us to propose two general conclusions: what Tessmann 
called <Nokamán> (1) was a  Cashibo-Cacataibo dialect, and (2) was closer to the San 
Alejandro dialect than to any other (extant) dialect of the language. We have used 
primarily lexical evidence to support these claims, but some phonological evidence was 
also discussed in section §5. Even though the phonological data are neither easy to 
interpret nor completely systematic, the general impression that one gets upon studying 
the phonological evidence is that it also support the main claims of this paper (at least in 
the sense that <Nokamán> shares more features with the San Alejandro dialect). In this 
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section, I briefly offer some ethnographic clues that, if correct, point towards the 
interpretation presented so far.  

The first of these clues is directly given by Tessmann (1930) himself, who 
explains that the two last representatives of the <Nokamán> pretend to be “Kashibos” 
and that the clothes of the <Nokamán> men were identical to those of the “Kashibos”.  
Comments like this one suggest that the similarity between the <Nokamán> and the 
Cashibo-Cacataibo was not only linguistic, but also cultural.  

In addition to this, the name <Nokamán> itself seems to conduct us to a similar 
conclusion. As it is explained by Tessmann himself, the term <Nokamán> is extremely 
difficult to analyze. While we might identify the word Cashibo-Cacataibo no ‘foreigner’ 
in it (nawa in other Panoan languages); we do not know how to interpret the remaining of 
the term. One possibility is to analyze the form kama as the plural marker -kama, which 
we find in Cashibo-Cacataibo (Zariquiey 2011: chapter 7). Thus, we will have no-kama 
‘foreigners’. However, the final n and the position of the stress/high tone on the last 
syllable (suggested by how Tessmann codified the name) remain unexplained. The best 
solution is to analyze -kaman as one single unit. If we do so, we might end up with, at 
least, two possible interpretations: kaman(a) ‘above’ and kaman ‘wild dog’. While the 
form no kaman based on the former interpretation is grammatically correct (since 
kaman(a) ‘above’ is a postposition), it is semantically non-sense: it would mean ‘above 
the foreigner’, an unlikely name for a Panoan group. The latter interpretation, in turn, 
produces a semantically possible result, but it is grammatically incorrect. While no 
‘foreigner’ and kaman ‘wild dog’ can easily be combined to produce an ethnonym, in 
Panoan grammar, we would expect them to appear in the opposite order. Thus, while 
kaman no ‘wild dog foreigners’ is possible, no kaman (translatable as ‘foreigner wild 
dogs’) is extremely unlikely. In fact, as just mentioned, no is the Cashibo-Cacataibo 
version of nawa ‘foreigner’, which appears at the end of a significant number of Panoan 
names: Kapanawa ‘men of the squirrel (kapa ‘squirrel’, nawa ‘foreigner’)’ or Kashinawa 
‘men of the bat (kashi ‘bat’, nawa ‘foreigner’)’. There is no Panoan ethnonym where the 
modifier appears after the head nawa. In accordance with this, we find the name 
Kamanawa ‘men of the wild dog (kaman ‘wild dog’, nawa ‘foreigner’)’. This name 
corresponds to Kamano, which constitutes the Cashibo-Cacataibo version of the same 
form (kaman ‘wild dog’, no ‘foreigner’)’. The point is that we would expect the order 
kaman-no rather than the order no-kaman and it is difficult to explain why Tessmann 
gave the latter version. Attributing this to a mistake by Tesmmann is unlikely, since it is 
not a single sound, but the order of two whole words. A more likely scenario if we would 
like to keep the interpretation of <Nokamán> as no-kaman is that the opposite order of 
the constituents was given by the informants. Unfortunately, this still would require an 
explanation. At this stage, I can only say that I have found a similar order in traditional 
narratives among the Iskonawa ‘men of the oropendola (isko ‘oropendola’, nawa 
‘foreigner’)’. What Iskonawa and <Nokamán> have in common is that in both cases we 
are dealing with obsolescent languages in intense contact with Shipibo-Konibo. However, 
I have never found this kind of construction among the Cashibo-Cacataibo people. 

Interpreting <Nokamán> as a variant form of Kamano offers some important 
advantages in association with all the argumentation presented in this paper. Winstrand 
(1969) mentions a fifth Cashibo-Cacataibo sub-group, precisely named <Camano> by 
her, and, thus, what Tessmann documented under the name <Nokamán> might have 
come from the last(?) speakers of this variety of Cashibo-Cacataibo.  

As we have seen, <Nokamán> is linguistically more similar to San Alejandro than 
two any other dialect of Cashibo-Cacataibo. The interesting point is that, according to the 
Cashibo-Cacataibo from the Lower Aguaytía that I have had the opportunity of 
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interviewing about this matter, “the Kamano were the Cacataibo”, which is the name that 
they use to refer to the Cashibo-Cacataibo from the San Alejandro River. A similar 
testimony has been referred to by Montalvo (2010), who visited the Cashibo-Cacataibo 
from the San Alejandro River during the decade of 1950. The Cashibo-Cacataibo from 
this river told him that the Camano were very similar to them and that they migrated after 
a war between clans (Montalvo 2010: 40). Thus, if the <Nokamán> were the Camano, 
this might explain why Tessmann’s data reveal such a high degree of similarity between 
the San Alejandro dialect and <Nokamán>.  

In addition to this, Tessmann mentions that he found the two <Nokamán> who 
were his informants, working for a patrón called Bonzano. The point is that this patrón 
was also the patrón of the Cashibo-Cacataibo of San Alejandro, who in many cases took 
his surname (Montalvo 2010: 83-84). “Papá” (father) Bonzano is a very important 
character in the history of this Cashibo-Cacataibo subgroup. The Cashibo-Cacataibo from 
San Alejandro followed him to different places and lived with him on his lands at 
Chimbote (Ucayali River), exactly where Tessmann found the two speakers of 
<Nokamán>. Again, if the <Nokamán> were in fact the Camano, all these coincidences, 
as well as the results of the linguistic study offered here, will find a satisfactory 
explanation. Based on all this, I consider (at least tentatively) that the <Nokamán> of 
Tessmann were in fact the Camano, that is, a Cashibo-Cacataibo subgroup closely related 
to the one of San Alejandro, which was previously mentioned in the literature. 
 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, I have presented the first linguistic study of Tessmann’s (1930) data on 
<Nokamán>. First, I have established some principles for eliminating problematic entries 
in the corpus and creating a more reliable <Nokamán> list for comparison. The 
application of these principles reduced the list to 170 <Nokamán> lexical items, which 
were compared with the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Cacataibo. The results of this 
lexical comparison were relatively straightforward: <Nokamán> is a dialect of Cashibo-
Cacataibo, closer to the San Alejandro dialect than to any other dialect. This claim has 
found support in other types of evidence, such as phonological similarity (at least 
partially) and ethno-historical information. In relation to the latter type of evidence, I 
have argued that the <Nokamán> might have been in fact the Camano, a previously 
documented, possibly extinct or uncontacted, Cashibo-Cacataibo sub-group, which was 
closely related to the Cashibo-Cacataibo of San Alejandro. 
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Appendix 1. Facsimile of the pages (Tessmann 1930:184-187) containing the 
<Nokamán> vocabulary 
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Appendix 2. Tessmann’s (1930) Nokamán list with data for the four extant dialects of Cashibo-Kakataibo 
 
n° German English Spanish Nokamán Upper 

Aguaytía 
Sungaruyacu Lower 

Aguaytía 
San 
Alejandro 

1 ZUNGE TONGUE LENGUA ánă ána    ána    ána    ána    
2 ZAHN TOOTH DIENTE ţḗta ʂ�t́a ʂ�t́a ʂ�t́a ʐ�t́a 
3 AUGE EYE OJO vuéru β�ɾ́u β�ɾ́u17 β�ɾ́u w�ɾ́u 
4 OHR EAR OREJA pawí paβí  paβí  paβí  pawí  
5 KOPF HEAD CABEZA mápuzo maʂká  maʂká  maʂká  mapuʐo  
6 HAND HAND MANO muigĕ ́ mɨk�ń mɨk�ń mɨk�ń mɨg� ́
7 WASSER WATER AGUA omᶈás ʔumpáʂ  ʔumpáʂ  ʔumpáʂ  ʔumpáʐ  
8 FEUER FIRE FUEGO dzi dzi  dzi  dzi  si  
9 SONNE SUN SOL wári βári wári wári wári 

10 MOND MOON LUNA órse ʔúʂɨ ʔúʂɨ ʔúʂɨ ʔúʐɨ 
11 ERDE (ERDBODEN) EARTH (SOIL) TIERRA 

(SUELO) 
mayẚ me me me m�é 

12 STEIN STONE PIEDRA maká maʂáʂ maʂá maʂá maʐa 
13 HAUS (WOHN-) HOUSE 

(COMMUNAL) 
CASA 
(COMUNAL) 

šṓu ʂúβu ʂúβu ʂúβu ʐúu 

14 TOPF (KOCH-) POT (COOKING) OLLA (DE 
COCINA) 

wuíšpa ɲútɨ jútɨ jútɨ -- 

15 KANU CANOE CANOA nónti núnti núnti núnti núnti 
16 MANN MAN HOMBRE úni úni úni úni úni 

17 For practical reasons, the symbol /β/ is used to represent the bilabial approximant /Β′/. 
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n° German English Spanish Nokamán Upper 
Aguaytía 

Sungaruyacu Lower 
Aguaytía 

San 
Alejandro 

17 FRAU WOMAN MUJER ţā́  ʂánu ʂánu ʂánu ʐánu 
18 HUHN CHICKEN GALLINA atápa ʔatóripa ʔatóripa ʔatóripa ʔátapa 
19 HUND DOG PERRO ino-odzīt́i kamún, utit͡ʃi  kamún, utit͡ʃi  kamún, utit͡ʃi  utit͡ʃi 
20 JAGUAR JAGUAR JAGUAR ínŏ ʔínu ʔínu ʔínu ʔínu 
21 TAPIR TAPIR SACHAVACA awuá ʔǒ ʔǒ ʔǒ ʔǒ 
22 KAIMAN CAIMAN CAIMÁN kapuĕ ́ kap� ́ kap� ́ kap� ́ kap� ́
23 STOCK STICK PALO, BASTÓN íi ̯ i i i i 
24 MANIOK MANIOC YUCA ţḗki (should 

be 25) 
ʔát͡sa ʔát͡sa ʔát͡sa ʔása 

25 MAIS MAIZE MAIZ ádza (should 
be 24) 

ʂ�ḱi ʂ�ḱi ʂ�ḱi ʐ�ḱi 

26 PLANTE PLANTAIN PLÁTANO nõziki nǒnsi nǒnsi nǒnsi nó(n)zigi 
27 TABAK TOBACCO TABACO -- ɾum� ́ ɾum� ́ ɾum� ́ ɾum� ́
28 EINS ONE UNO aíndzinige at͡ʃúʃi at͡ʃúʃi at͡ʃúʃi at͡ʃúin 
29 ZWEI TWO DOS rawuḗ ɾáβ� ́ ɾáβ� ́ ɾáβ� ́ ɾáw� ́
30 DREI THREE TRES ketaške-

rawuĕ 
-- -- -- -- 

31 WEIß WHITE BLANCO ṓžo úʂu(a) úʂu(a) úʂu(a) úʐu(a) 
32 SCHWARZ BLACK NEGRO toná tunán tunán tunán tuná 
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n° German English Spanish Nokamán Upper 
Aguaytía 

Sungaruyacu Lower 
Aguaytía 

San 
Alejandro 

33 ROT RED ROJO pasĩ ́ uʃín uʃín uʃín ʐoza 
34 HAAR HAIR CABELLO wū́u βu βu βu u 
35 SCHNURRBART BEARD BARBA köíni kʷ�ńi kʷ�ńi kʷ�ńi kʷ�ńi 
36 BACKENBART SIDEBURNS PATILLAS " tánɾani tánɾani tánɾani �źpa 

37 GESICHT FACE ROSTRO wuimána βɨmána βɨmána βɨmánan wɨmána 
38 STIRN FOREHEAD FRENTE wuépuis βɨmána βɨmána  βɨmánan  wɨmána 

39 BRAUEN EYEBROWN CEJAS wuíţkō β�ʂ́ku β�ʂ́ku β�ʂ́ku w�ʐ́ku 
40 WIMPERN EYE LASHES PESTAÑAS wuiţnī β�ʂ́ni β�ʂ́ni β�ńi w�ʐ́ni 
41 NASE NOSE NARIZ ţiská ɾɨkín ɾɨkín ɾɨkín ɾɨkín 
42 MUND MOUTH BOCA knöwí kʷɨβí kʷɨβí kʷɨβí kʷɨwí 
43 LIPPE LIP LABIOS aná kʷɨpá kʷɨpá kʷɨpá  kʷɨwí  
44 KINN CHIN MENTÓN güíni kʷɨʂá kʷɨʂá kʷɨʂá kʷɨʐá 

45 KEHLE THOAT GARGANTA težá t�ɾ́u t�ɾ́u t�ɾ́u t�ɾ́u  

46 HALS NECK CUELLO teguígi tɨʂá tɨʂá  tɨʂá  tɨʐá 

47 RÜCKEN BACK ESPALDA katégi káʂu káʂu káʂu káʐu 

48 SCHULTER SHOULDER HOMBRO kaţṓ tɨk�ńpata tɨk�ńpata tɨk�ńpata p�ʐ́u ʐo 

49 ARM ARM BRAZO puinyá pɨɲán pɨján pɨján pɨɲá 
50 OBERARM UPPER ARM BRAZO 

SUPERIOR 
puižo pɨɲán rara pɨján rara pɨján rara p�ʐ́u ʐo 
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51 UNTERARM FOREARM ANTEBRAZO -- pɨɲán pɨján pɨján pɨɲá 
52 ELLENBOGEN ELBOW CODO waṍzoti βánβuʂu wánβuʂu wáβuʂu wáuʐu 
53 FINGER FINGER DEDO müegé mɨk�ń mɨk�ń mɨk�ń mɨk� ́
54 NAGEL NAIL UÑA o̱ndzís ʔunt͡sís ʔunt͡sís ʔunt͡sís ʔundzɨ 
55 BRUST CHEST PECHO šikaṅ ʃikán ʃikán ʃikán igá 
56 RIPPE RIB COSTILLA pútuţo ̱ putú(ʂo) putú(ʂo) putú(ʂo) putú(ʐo) 
57 BRUSTWARZE NIPPLE PEZÓN ţúma ʂúma ʂúma ʂúma ʐúma 
58 WEIBL. BRUST FEMALE 

BREAST 
SENO míţuma ʂúma ʂúma ʂúma ʐúma 

59 BAUCH BELLY BARRIGA núwi nuβí nuβí nuβí nuwí 
60 NABEL NAVEL OMBLIGO nitu nitú nitú nitú nitú 
61 PENIS PENIS PENE ižuṅ inʂú inʂú inʂú inʐú 
62 HODEN TESTICLE TESTÍCULO úuže úβu úβu úβu úzɨ 
63         
64         
65 VULVA VULVA VULVA aṓtu t͡ʃípi t͡ʃípi t͡ʃípi t͡ʃípi 
66 BEIN LEG PIERNA -- kísi kísi kísi kízi 
67 OBERSCHENKEL THIGH MUSLO kö́zi kísi kísi kísi kízi 
68 UNTERSCHENKEL LOWER LEG PIERNA BAJA ípuku kísi kísi kísi  kízi 

69 KNIE KNEE RODILLA ṛáužo ɾánβuʂu ɾánβuʂu ɾáβuʂu ɾáuʐo 
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70 FUΒ FOOT PIE tai ̯ táɨ táɨ táɨ táɨ 
71 FERSE HEEL TALÓN tai dzípugi táɨ ts͡íputu táɨ ts͡íputi táɨ ts͡íputu táɨ t͡ʃipun 
72 ZEHE TOE DEDO DEL PIE tai reū́žo táɨ ɾ�β́u táɨ ɾ�β́u táɨ ɾ�β́u táɨ ɾ�ú ʐo 
73 HAUT SKIN PIEL uižipi βɨʃí βɨʃí βɨʃí wɨí 
74         
75 KNOCHEN BONE HUESO ţo ̱ ʂo ʂo ʂo ʐo 
76 BLUT  BLOOD SANGRE imi ími ími ími ími 
77 ATEM BREATH ALIENTO ráuage ʂaβákɨ ʂawákɨ ʂawákɨ ʐawákɨ 
78 MENGE (LEUTE) GROUP OF 

PEOPLE 
MULTITUD DE 
GENTE 

úguge βukúkɨ βukúkɨ βukúkɨ ukúkɨ 

79         
80         
81 KNABE, 

GESCHLECHTSREIFER 
ADOLESCENT, 
BOY 

MUCHACHO, 
PÚBER 

toágama- 
wuió̱ni 

tuakama, βɨná 
uni 

tuakama, βɨná 
uni 

tuakama, βɨná 
uni 

tuagama, 
βɨná uni 

82 MĀDCHEN, 
GESCHLECHTSREIFES 

ADOLESCENT, 
GIRL 

MUCHACHA, 
PÚBER 

ţanúgama- 
wuiná 

ʂánukama, 
ʂuntaku 

ʂánukama, 
ʂuntaku 

ʂánukama, 
ʂuntaku 

ʐánugama 

83 VATER FATHER PADRE papa pápa pápa pápa pápa 
84 MUTTER MOTHER MADRE títa títa títa títa títa 
85 FREUND (NUR 

GLEICHGESCHLECHT-
LICHER) 

FRIEND (OF 
THE SAME SEX) 

AMIGO (DEL 
MISMO SEXO) 

-- -- -- -- -- 
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86 FEIND ENEMY ENEMIGO no̱ no no no no 
87 FREMDER STRANGER EXTRANJERO oṛagorū́ge úɾa βukúkɨ úɾa βukúkɨ úɾa βukúkɨ úɾa ukúkɨ 
88 WILDER SAVAGE SALVAJE upáuni ɾa�ḱɨma ɾa�ḱɨma ɾa�ḱɨma ɾa�ǵɨma 
89 SPRACHE LANGUAGE IDIOMA aná βana wana wana wana 
90 KOPFSCHMERZ HEADACHE DOLOR DE 

CABEZA 
maţka tăăge máʂkatan ʔákɨ  máʂkatan ʔákɨ  máʂkatan ʔákɨ  mápuʐo pa�ǵɨ 

91 LEIBSCHMERZ BODY PAIN DOLOR DE 
BARRIGA 

puku nēnḗage púku nɨnɨ ʔákɨ púku nɨnɨ ʔákɨ púku nɨnɨ ʔákɨ púkun pa�ǵɨ 

92 ARZNEI MEDICE REMEDIO ţóo ɾo ɾo ɾo ɾo 
93 SPEISE FOOD COMIDA píti píti píti píti píti 
94 FLEISCH FLESH CARNE námi námi námi námi námi 
95 FISCH FISH PESCADO yuma ɲúma 

'anchoveta' 
júma 
'anchoveta' 

júma 
'anchoveta' 

ɲúma 
'anchoveta' 

96 HIMMEL SKY CIELO naí naí naí naí naí 
97 VOLLMOND FULL MOON LUNA LLENA oṛse izíge úʐɨ βɨɾáma 

isíkɨ 
úʐɨ βɨɾáma 
isíkɨ  

úʐɨ βɨɾáma 
isíkɨ  

úʐɨ isíkɨ 

98 MOND, ZUNEHM. WANING MOON LUNA 
CRESCIENTE 

oṛse wuirama 
isige 

úʐɨ isíkɨ úʐɨ isíkɨ úʐɨ isíkɨ úʐɨ wɨɾáma 
isíkɨ 

99 STERN STAR ESTRELLA īśpa ʔíspa ʔíspa ʔíspa ʔ�źpa 
100 WOLKE CLOUD NUBE nai tonángi kuín kuín kuín kuín  
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101 BLITZ FLASH OF 
LIGHTNING 

RELÁMPAGO warin puíroge kaná m�ɾ́iti  kaná m�ɾ́iti  kaná m�ɾ́iti  kaná m�ɾ́iti  

102 DONNER THUNDER TRUENO kaná kaná kaná kaná kaná 
103 REGEN RAIN LLUVIA oaya úɲe ébe úi úwe 
104 WIND WIND VIENTO sīýu súɲu súju súju ~ súɲu súɲu 
105 REGENZEIT RAINY SEASON ESTACIÓN 

LLUVIOSA 
midáuge míta míta míta míta 

106 TROCKENZEIT DRY SEASON ESTACIÓN 
SECA 

wasi ubi βaɾitía  waɾitía  waɾitía  waɾikʷazingɨ 

107 MORGEN MORNING MAÑANA imüízi ʔim�íʃi ʔim�íʃi ʔim�íʃi ʔim�ín 
108 MITTAG MIDDAY MEDIODÍA wari ţáma 

nagige 
βári maníkɨ, 
βári ʃamán 
nak�ḱɨ 

wári maníkɨ, 
wári ʃamán 
nak�ḱɨ 

wári maníkɨ, 
wári ʃamán 
nak�ḱɨ 

wári ʃamá 
nak�ḱɨ 

109 NACHT NIGHT NOCHE yandáuge ɲantán, im� ́ jantán, im� ́ jantán, im� ́ ɲantán, im� ́
110 TAG DAY DÍA néte n�t́ɨ n�t́ɨ n�t́ɨ n�t́ɨ 
111 MONAT MONTH MES  ígĕ ʔúʂɨ ʔúʂɨ ʔúʂɨ ʔúʐɨ 
112 JAHR YEAR AÑO wari idzi 

kwange 
βaritía waritía waritía waritía 

113 FLUß RIVER RÍO wakodža βáka wáka wáka wáka 
114 SANDBANK SANDBANK 

(BEACH) 
BANCO DE 
ARENA 

máţi masi masi masi mazi 

115 BACH STREAM RIACHUELO wakudzi 
kuma 

ʂɨʂá nasí ʂɨʂá ʂɨʂá ʐɨʐá 
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116 SCHENELLE WATERFALL CATARATA iyū́ge  ʔumpáʂ 
ʃioβúkɨ, 
ʔumpáʂ ʔiβúkɨ 

 ʔumpáʂ 
ʃioβúkɨ, 
ʔumpáʂ ʔiβúkɨ 

 ʔumpáʂ 
ʃioβúkɨ, 
ʔumpáʂ ʔiβúkɨ 

 ʔiyúgɨ 

117 QUELLE FONT FUENTE manániige múmokikë múmokikë múmokikë maná ʔíkɨ 
118 HÜGEL HILL LOMA manánee matá matá matá matán me 
119 WALD FOREST 

(JUNGLE) 
BOSQUE nī ́ ni ni ni ni 

120 SEKUND, WALD 
(PURMA) 

SECONDARY 
FOREST 

BOSQUE 
SECUNDARIO 
(PURMA) 

naīţ́eni máɨ máɨ máɨ máɨ 

121 PFLANZUNG GARDEN HUERTA naíiiya náɨ náɨ náɨ náɨ 
122 WEG PATH CAMINO wai βai wai wai wai 
123 BAUM TREE ÁRBOL i (opi) i i i i 
124 HOLZ WOOD MADERA inigi i (níkɨ) i (níkɨ) i (níkɨ) i (níkɨ) 
125 LIANE LIANA (VINE) BEJUCO ayáţ nint͡ʃ�ʂ́ nint͡ʃ�ʂ́ nint͡ʃ�ʂ́ nint͡ʃ�ʐ́, ajaʐ 
126 BLATT LEAVE HOJA píuy p�í p�í p�í p�í 
127 BLUME FLOWER FLOR úa ɲu ʔúa ju ʔúa ju ʔúa ɲu ʔúa 
128 WURZEL ROOT RAÍZ ítapu tapún tapún tapún í tapu 
129 HELICONIA (SITULLI) WILD BANANA HELICONIA 

(SITULLÍ) 
singū ́ sinkín sinkín sinkín paka 

130 AFFE, ALLG MONKEY MONO 
(GENERAL) 

-- -- -- -- -- 
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131 HELLER 
KAPUZINERAFFE 

WHITE 
CAPUCHIN 

MONO 
CAPUCHINO 
CLARO 

tš̯iroru t͡ʃíɾu uʂu t͡ʃíɾu uʂu t͡ʃíɾu uʂu t͡ʃíɾuʐu 

132 DUNKLER 
KAPUZINERAFFE 

BROWN 
CAPUCHIN 

MONO 
CAPUCHINO 
OSCURO 

tširu  t͡ʃíɾu  t͡ʃíɾu  t͡ʃíɾu  t͡ʃíɾu 

133 SAIMIRI (FRAILECITO) TITI MONKEY SAIMIRI 
(FRAILECILLO) 

ţugáţuga ɾúkaɾuka ɾúkaɾuka ɾúkaɾuka ɾúkaɾuka 

134 BRÜLLAFFE HOWLER 
MONKEY 

MONO 
AULLADOR 

rū́u ɾu ɾu ɾu ɾu 

135 WOLLAFFE (CHORO) WOOLLY 
MONKEY 

MONO 
LANUDO 
(CHORO) 

tšṓnaguru t͡ʃúnakuɾu t͡ʃúnakuɾu t͡ʃúnakuɾu t͡ʃúnakuɾu 

136 SPINNENAFFE SPIDER 
MONKEY 

MONO ARAÑA tšuna t͡ʃúna t͡ʃúna t͡ʃúna t͡ʃúna 

137 NACHTAFFE 
(MUSMUQUI) 

NIGHT 
MONKEY 

MONO 
NOCTURNO 
(MUSMUQUI) 

ṛīṛ́i ɾíɾi  ɾíɾi  ɾíɾi  ɾíɾi 

138 FLEDERMAUS BAT MURCIÉLAGO kašẽi kaʃían kaínʃa kaínʃa kaía 
139 PUMA PUMA PUMA tšázoino t͡ʃáʂu ʔinu t͡ʃáʂu ʔinu t͡ʃáʂu ʔinu t͡ʃáʐu ʔinu 
140 TIGERKATZE OCELOT TIGRILLO tšampu ʔinu ʔinu ʔinu ʔinu  

141 BUSCHHUND WILD DOG PERRO DE 
MONTE 

niútšidi kaman, ní 
utit͡ʃi 

kamún, ní 
utit͡ʃi 

kamún, ní 
utit͡ʃi 

kamún, ní 
utit͡ʃi 

142 NASENBĀR (ACHUNI) COATI COATÍ 
(ACHUNI) 

sisi sisi sisi sisi zizi 

143 OTTER OTTER NUTRÍA dzorava̱na βúnsime  βúnsime  βúnsime  únsime  
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144 DELPHIN (BUFÉO) DOLPHIN BUFEO kušúega kʷ�ʂ́uiʃka kʷ�ʂ́uiʃka kʷ�ʂ́uiʃka kúʐuinga 
145 SEEKUH MANATEE MANATÍ -- ʂórapana ʂórapana ʂórapana ɲórapana 
146 REH DEER CORZO tšažu t͡ʃáʂu t͡ʃáʂu t͡ʃáʂu t͡ʃáʐu 
147 WEIßBARTPEKARI WHITE-LIPPED 

PECCARY 
HUANGANA yṓ ɲo jo jo ɲo 

148 HALSBANDPEKARI COLLARED 
PECCARY 

SAGINO ungí ʔunkín ʔunkín ʔunkín ʔungí 

149 WASSERSCHWEIN 
(RONSOCO) 

CAPYBARA RONSOCO amuö́ ʔam�ń  ʔam�ń  ʔam�ń  ʔam� ́

150 AGUTI AGOUTI AÑUJE máṛi maɾi maɾi maɾi maɾi 
151 PAKA PACA MAJAS anu ʔánu ʔánu ʔánu ʔánu 
152 GR. AMEISENBĀR ANTEATER OSO 

HORMIGUERO 
kurúrai kúɾuʂaɨ kúɾuʂaɨ kúɾuʂaɨ kúɾuʐaɨ 

153 FAULTIER (PELEJO) SLOTH MONO 
PEREZOSO 

mazṓ puns�ń puns�ń puns�ń puz� ́ 

154 KL. GÜRTELTIER 
(CARACHUPA) 

ARMADILLO ARMADILLO 
PEQUEÑO 
(CARACHUPA) 

yaiš ɲaís jaís jaís ɲa�ź 

155 HAHN ROOSTER GALLO ataba wuéne ʔatóripa βɨnɨ ʔatóripa βɨnɨ ʔatóripa βɨnɨ ʔátapa wɨnɨ 
156 HUHN HEN GALLINA ataba ţánu ʔatóripa ʂanu ʔatóripa ʂanu ʔatóripa ʂanu ʔátapa ʐanu 
157 EI EGG HUEVO ataba wádži ʔatóripa βát͡si ʔatóripa wáts͡i ʔatóripa βát͡si ʔátapa wási 
158 ARA MACAO SCARLET 

MACAW 
PAPAGAYO ţõ̱ ́ ʂǒn ʂǒn ʂǒn ʐǒn 

159 ARA CHLOROPTERA RED-AND-
GREEN MACAW 

GUACAMAYO kaĩ ́ kaín kaín kaín kaín 
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160 ARARAUMA BLUE-AND-
YELLOW 
MACAW 

ARARAUMA kána kana kana kana kana 

161 PAPAGEI MACAW  PAPAGAYO wṍ βo wo βo wo 
162 AASGEIER VULTURE GALLINAZO ţḗti ʂ�t́ɨ  ʂ�t́ɨ  ʂ�t́ɨ  ʐ�t́ɨ  
163 EULE OWL LECHUZA pū́pu púpu púpu púpu púpu 
164 NACHTSCHWALBE NIGHTJAR GOLONDRINA 

NOCTURNA 
pu͡íru p�ɾ́u p�ɾ́u p�ɾ́u p�ɾ́u 

165 KOLIBRI HUMMINGBIRD PICAFLOR pínŏ pínu pínu pínu pínu 
166 ZIGEUNERHUHN WILD TURKEY GALLINA 

GITANA 
neţīś nɨʂ�ś nɨʂ�ś nɨʂ�ś nɨʐ� ́

167 HOKKO CURASSOW PAUJIL ãṅsī ́ ʔasín ʔansín ʔansín ʔazí 
168 PENELOPE JACUTINGA GUAN PAVA DE 

MONTE 
kuţu kuʂu kuʂu kuʂu kuʐu 

169 PENELOPE JACUACU 
(PUCACUNGA) 

SPIX'S GUAN PAVA DE 
MONTE 
(PUCACUNGA) 

kwö́u kʷ�β́u kʷ�β́u kʷ�β́u kʷ�ú 

170 ARAPAIMA (PAICHE 
L.) 

PIRARUCU PAICHE --     

171 RIESENWELS 
(SÚNGARO) 

CATFISH SÚNGARO waĩ ́ túkɨ túkɨ  túkɨ túgɨ 

172 LANDSCHILDKRÖTE TURTLE TORTUGA 
TERRESTRE 

tēʾpa ʂáɨ ʂáɨ ʂáɨ t�ṕa 

173 FLUßSCHILDKRÖTE RIVER TURTLE TORTUGA 
FLUVIAL 

kawŭ́ri ʂa�ón ʂa�ón ʂa�ón kauɾi 
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174 TEJUEIDECHSE 
(IGUANO) 

IGUANA IGUANA ţĕkí ʂ�ḱɨ ʂ�ḱɨ ʂ�ḱɨ ʐ�ǵɨ 

175 LEGUAN (CAMALEÓN) CHAMALEON CAMALEÓN apášuru ʔápaʃiɾu ʔápaʃiɾu ʔápaʃiɾu ʔápainɾu 
176 EIDECHSE LIZARD LAGARTIJA yū́nki ɲúnkɨ júnkɨ júnkɨ ɲúngɨ 
177 SCHLANGE SNAKE CULEBRA -- ɾúnu ɾúnu ɾúnu ɾúnu 
178 EUNECTES (BOA) BOA BOA ṛunī ́ ɾúnín ɾúnín ɾúnín ɾúnín 
179 LANZENSCHLANGE SOUTH 

AMERICAN 
LANCEHEAD 

VÍBORA DEL 
BRASIL 

kánaru kánaru kánarun kánaru kánaru 

180 BUSCHMEISTER SNAKE SURUCUCÚ 
(AFANINGA) 

piská piská piská piská pɨzká 

181 KRÖTE FROG SAPO ášēa aʃá aʃá aʃá aiá 
182 BIENE BEE ABEJA wuiyá βúɲa βúja βúja úɲa 
183 WESPE (182 IN 

KASHINO LIST) 
WASP AVISPA wína βína βína βína wína 

184 SHMETTERLING BUTTERFLY MARIPOSA gbü̆ngbǖ́͡ri p�ńpɨʂo p�ńpɨʂo p�ńpɨʂo p�ńpɨʐo 
185 SPINNWEBEN / SPINNE 

IN KASHINO LIST 
SPIDERWEB / 
SPIDER 

TELARAÑAS wašus sap�ń sap�ń sap�ń waxú 

186 SANDFLIEGE SQUIRREL ARDILLA téwui kápa kápa kápa kápa 
187 MILBE CHIGGER ÁCARO 

(ISANGO) 
yaĩ ́ ʔupús ʔupús ʔupús ʔupúz 

188 MÜCKE MOSQUITO MOSQUITO wū̲́ βi βi βi wi 
189 DINOPONERA-AMEISE 

(ISULA) 
HUNTING ANT HORMIGA 

ISULA 
kudiša muea kutíʃ kutíʃ kutíʃ kutíɲa mo 
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190 DING, SACHE THING OBJETO, COSA yuyu ɲu ju ju ɲu 
191 FEUERHOLZ FIREWOOD LEÑO káro káɾu káɾu káɾu káɾu 
192 KOHLE CHARCOIL CARBÓN šiso t͡sísu t͡sísu t͡sísu sízu 
193 ASCHE ASHES CENIZA dzúmabo t͡ʃimapu t͡ʃimapu t͡ʃimapu t͡ʃimapu 
194 RAUCH SMOKE HUMO dziínkoĩ t͡sin kuín t͡sin kuín t͡sin kuín sin kuín 
195 FLAMME (FOGATA) FIRE, 

CAMPFIRE 
FOGATA tš̯úrioge t͡si ɾɨkiɾukɨ t͡si ɾɨkiɾukɨ  t͡si ɾɨkiɾukɨ  �ɾ́ɨɾugɨ 

196 KRANK SICK ENFERMO yúki̯ ɲukɨ, ʔisínkɨ jukɨ, ʔisínkɨ jukɨ, ʔisínkɨ ɲugɨ, ʔisíngɨ 
197 GESUND HEALTHY SANO yúgema ɲúkɨma júkɨma júkɨma ɲúgɨma 
198 HART HARD DURO keriţ ʔiɾu ʔiɾu ʔiɾu niɾu 

199 WEICH SOFT SUAVE uátšu βát͡ʃu wát͡ʃu wát͡ʃu wát͡ʃu 
200 RUND ROUNDED REDONDO mamṓa mamua mamua mamua mamua 
201 LANG LONG LARGO tšărski  t͡ʃaʂk� ́  t͡ʃaʂk� ́  t͡ʃaʂk� ́  t͡ʃaʐg� ́
202 KURZ SHORT BAJO muirstúni m�t́u (uni) m�t́u (uni) m�t́u (uni) m�t́u (uni) 
203 GROß BIG GRANDE tšasgí t͡ʃa t͡ʃa t͡ʃa t͡ʃa 

204 KLEIN SMALL PEQUEÑO tšugúma t͡ʃukúma t͡ʃukúma t͡ʃukúma t͡ʃugúma 
205 ALT OLD VIEJO ţeni ʂ�ńi ʂ�ńi ʂ�ńi ʐ�ńi 
206 JUNG YOUNG JOVEN wuĕná βɨná βɨná βɨná wɨná 
207 KLUG INTELLIGENT INTELIGENTE kúši sinánɲu sinánju sinánju sinánɲu 
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208 HÜBSCH BEAUTIFUL BONITO up̯í ʔupí ʔupí ʔupí ʔupí 
209 HÄßLICH UGLY FEO aízama ʔáisama ʔáisama ʔátima ʔáizama 
210 KALT COLD FRÍO mádzige mats͡ikɨ mats͡ikɨ mats͡ikɨ masigɨ 
211 HEIß HOT CALIENTE idzís ʔit͡sís ʔit͡sís ʔit͡sís ʔiz�ź, ʐána 
212 HEUTE TODAY HOY wĕṛí βɨɾí βɨɾí βɨɾí wɨɾí 
213 GESTERN YESTERDAY AYER tšiwakíski ʔim�íʃi, 

t͡ʃiβáʃkikɨ 
ʔim�íʃi, 
t͡ʃiwáʃkikɨ 

ʔim�íʃi, 
t͡ʃiwáʃkikɨ 

ʔim�ín, 
t͡ʃiwáʃkikɨ 

214 MORGEN TOMORROW MAÑANA nete ʔim�íʃi, n�t́ɨ 
'day' 

ʔim�íʃi, n�t́ɨ 
'day' 

ʔim�íʃi, n�t́ɨ 
'day' 

ʔim�ín, n�t́ɨ 
'day' 

215 HIER HERE AQUÍ nē̲ńo �ńu �ńu �ńu �ńu 
216 DORT THERE ALLÁ ora ánu ánu ánu ánu 
217 RECHTS RIGHT DERECHO muekwáya mɨkʷɨu mɨkʷɨu mɨkʷɨu mɨkʷɨu 
218 LINKS LEFT IZQUIERDA muemíyu m�ḿiu m�ḿiu m�ḿiu m�ḿiu 
219 JA YES SÍ ẽ -- -- -- -- 
220 NEIN (= IST NICHT) NO NO (NO ES) yuyuma ɲuɲuma yuyuma yuyuma ɲuɲuma 
221 VIELE A LOT MUCHOS ídza ʔít͡sa ʔít͡sa ʔít͡sa ʔísa 
222 WENIG A FEW POCO idzamazi ʔít͡samaʃi ʔít͡samaʃi ʔít͡samaʃi ʔísamaʃi 
223 ALLE, ALLES ALL TODOS, TODO idzo̲oni kamaβi kamaβi kamaβi kamawi 
224 NICHTS NOTHING NADA yuyuma ɲuɲuma yuyuma yuyuma ɲuɲuma 
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225 VIER FOUR CUATRO mapaí -- -- -- -- 
226 FÜNF FIVE CINCO moegíṅkama mápai mápai mápai mápai 
227 SECHS SIX SEIS idza -- -- -- -- 
228 SIEBEN SEVEN SIETE idza roama -- -- -- -- 
229 ACHT EIGHT OCHO -- -- -- -- -- 
230 NEUN NINE NUEVE -- -- -- -- -- 
231 ZEHN TEN DIEZ moegíntepū ́ -- -- -- -- 
232 ERSTER FIRST PRIMER apai apain apain apain apain 

 VORHAUT FORESKIN PREPUCIO ižuṅ-oníṛge -- -- -- -- 
 GUT GOOD BUENO opí  ʔupí  ʔupí  ʔupí  ʔupí 
 SCHLECHT BAD MALO muea̯nange mɨanánkɨ mɨanánkɨ mɨanánkɨ mɨanángɨ 
 ESSEN (FORM?) EAT (FORM?) COMER 

(¿FORMA?) 
piti píti píti píti píti 

 SCHLAFEN (FORM?) SLEEP (FORM?) DORMIR 
(¿FORMA?) 

urti ʔuʂti ʔuʂti ʔuʂti ʔuʐti 

 TÖTEN (FORM?) KILL (FORM?) MATAR 
(¿FORMA?) 

uníati uni ʔati ‘kill 
people’ 

uni ʔati ‘kill 
people’ 

uni ʔati ‘kill 
people’ 

uni ʔati ‘kill 
people’ 
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